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Barlow says
change needed
in Washington
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
From an American military bogged down in Iraq to talk of privatizing Social Security to benefit the wealthy to American jobs
shipped overseas to cheap labor markets. Americans are suffering as
never before and there is a need for new leadership in Washington
— new Democratic leadership.
That was the message former congressman and First District
House candidate Tom Barlow delivered to members of the Calloway
County Democratic Party during a meeting at the party's new
Fourth Street headquarters Monday night.
Although never mentioning his opponent, U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, R-Hopkinsville, Barlow pointed out that voters must be
urged to get to the polls in November to vote for new direction from
Washington and Frankfort.
"You can lay all of the problems that we've got in America —
social security, retirement,jobs — at the feet of Republican leadership in Washington," he said to a crowd of about 30 Democratic
supporters and visitors. "There are too many of our jobs going overseas because of Republican leadership in Washington and our people feel that. As I travel across this part of the state people are telling
me that we have a problem with jobs here and we need a change. It

11 See Page 2A

State ASAP head
says funding for
locals running dry
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
for
Agency
Kentucky
Policy
Abuse
Substance
Coordinator Allen Love says
tobacco settlement funding for
local ASAP efforts is dwindling
and the agency is encouraging
groups to find ways to become
as financially independent as
possible.
Love visited Murray Friday
afternoon to meet with members
of the Calloway County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CC-ASAP) and
similar groups across the
Purchase area and western
Kentucky to discuss what the
various agencies hope to accom-

plish in the near future.
However Love noted that
long-term financial support
from the state is doubtful.
"KY-ASAP gets it funding
through the tobacco settlement
funds and those funds are beginning to dwindle," he said.
-We're encouraging all of our
ASAP communities to look for
ways to become as financially
independent as possible to sustain and continue their programs."
Dottie Kraemer, project
director for Calloway's ASAP,
said the organization has enough
funding to continue operations

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Tpmes

Stacey Campell spent the last six months establishing My Chef Stacey, a personal chef service that takes her into other
people's kitchens to prepare multiple meals for a family. She customizes the menu and works with people's tastes. Here
she makes some home fnes for her family.

She's really cookin' now!
Murray woman starts own personal chef business
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Stacey Campbell reads cookbooks like
they are novels. She enjoys it so much, in
fact, she'll come cook for you.
Campbell is turning her hobby into a
business with My Chef Stacey, a personal
chef service. That means she'll customize
the menu, shop for groceries, prepare the
food, store the meals in your refrigerator
or freezer, and clean up the mess.
"I want my business to be about more
than great food," Campbell said. "In
today's hurry and rush society, I want to
create an environment that will allow my
clients to slow down, relax and enjoy

being around the table with their family
and friends."
Campbell and her husband, Allan, have
three children. After spending the last 15
years as a homemaker, Campbell has figured out what she wants to be now that
she's grown up. She's thought about
opening a restaurant, but being a personal
chef seemed to fit better in her schedule,
allowing her to cook for others while her
children — ages 15, 14 and 8 — are in
school.
"I have given it quite a bit of thought
and decided that owning and operating a
successful restaurant requires more time
than I am willing to sacrifice right now,"
Campbell said. "I always joked that I

never knew what I wanted to be when I
grew up but the personal chef industry
seems to be the perfect niche for me."
Campbell is diverse when it comes to
food. She likes to bake; enjoys cooking
Southern comfort foods like chicken and
dressing, roast beef, hearty soups and
casseroles; and likes to make cranberry
orange pork tenderloin, shrimp scampi
with fettuccine alfredo and chicken cordon bleu.
But when it comes to her personal chef
service, she'll cook whatever satisfies the
customer.

IN See Page 2A
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Passion is leading way for
October Heart Walk efforts

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Ttmes

LEARNING ABOUT THE CONSTITUTION: Murray Middle School eighth-grade students performed a play about the United States Constitution for Murray Elementary
School students Monday in recognition of Constitution Day. The older students portrayed
some of our country's most noted figures, including George Washington, Patrick Henry
and Thomas Jefferson. Pictured above, Drew Kelleher. right, as Washington. presides
over a meeting of the noted historical figures.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Cardiac disease is the No. 1
killer of women — something
Jeanne Mathis knows from her
job as director of critical care
services at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
From her job stems her passion.
"Taking care of people and
their hearts is my passion with
nursing," Mathis said.
Now she's hoping her passion will rub off on others.
Mathis wants to raise awareness for the No. 1 killer of
women even more than she
wants to raise money during the
American Heart Association
Walk.
"It's so important we get that
message out," said Mathis, who
has been involved with the
fund-raiser for five or six years.
"Heart disease effects so many
different people."

She's encouraging more
team participation in the annual
fund-raising walk, which will be
Oct. 28 on Murray State's campus. Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. and the walkers will take
off from the Regional Special
Events Center at 9 a.m.
"Our goal isn't to raise lots
and lots of money but to encourage participation," Mathis told
the Murray City Council while
soliciting its support last week.
But there is a monetary goal
of $6,500. Last year the walk
raised $5,200.
Among the renewed participation is the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. which is one
of the top sponsors with
Morningstar Foods and Regions
Bank. MCCH Vice President of
Human Resources Keith Travis
is chairing this year's walk and
hospital CEO Keith Bailey
plans to head the event next
year.

"We just feel like it's an
extremely important subject
affecting such a large percentage of our population," Travis
said. "Being in the healthcare
industry, we felt like this was
something good to be involved
in."
In addition to the Murray
City Council, Travis said organizers are meeting with other
businesses and organizations.
"We look forward to getting the
community involved," he said.
So far the hospital employees
have formed at least eight
teams, Mathis said. And she's
involved with two of them. One
of those is the critical care team,
which is selling cookbooks that
will be available the day of the
walk. Mathis also helps the cardiac rehabilitation team.
Any individuals or groups
wishing to participate can call
Mathis at 762-1241 or sign up
the morning of the walk.
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VP's wife talks to students about Constitution
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — book — "0 beautiful for patriot
Lynne Cheney held up her book dream, That sees beyond the
Arrica" and told about 120 years, Thine alabaster cities
elementary gleam, Undimmed by human
school students tears!"
"It's still true," Cheney said.
that despite a
terrorist attack "Even though they hurt the towfive years ago, ers, our alabaster cities do
the country is gleam."
Cheney, author of 10 books
still thriving.
Cheney, the and former chair of the National
wife of Vice Endowment for the Humanities,
President Dick spoke at the University of
Cheney, credit- Louisville's McConnell Center
Charm
ed the U.S. about the history of the
Constitution with giving the Constitution.
She recounted how the
country the strength to move on
during a speech Monday to stu- Constitutional Convention startdents from two Louisville-area ed 11 days late and that there
schools as part of National was disagreement among the
delegates about how the docuConstitution Day.
ment should read and what it
the
"America
She quoted
Beautiful" in the opening of her should include.

Ultimately, James Madison,
often called "The Father of the
Constitution" and who later
became the fourth president,
mapped out a document that the
delegates could agree on.
Cheney said.
"If you want things to go
your way, you need to sit and
think about how you want
things to go," Cheney said.
-They set a plan in place that we
could fix over the years."
the
Living
under
Constitution can be difficult
sometimes, but the idea behind
it is solid, with people in charge
of the decision making. Cheney
said.
"That's who they wanted to
be in charge, the people,"
Cheney said. "Not the government, but the people."

Barlow ...
From Front
all comes down to change."
Barlow spoke out about
Republican failure in the invasion of Iraq saying political
leaders need to listen to the
advice of military commanders
on the ground to find a speedy
end to the nation's involvement.
"President Bush does not pay
attention to the guidance of our
military leaders," he said, noting
that what is "past is past," but
that the country must be free to
move forward. "Now 1 will be
the first person to say let's put
the past behind us and let us go
forward. That is how we become
strong."
Citing the climbing U.S.
death toll, Barlow said it is time
for new leadership to put an end
to the war and bring the troops
home.
"This war in Iraq has us
bogged down. It is draining
America's strength. It has us
locked up and there doesn't
seem to be any end to it. We
have got to turn to the military
leadership and this country and
ask 'what do you need to get the
job done in Iraq," he said.
"With a Democratic Congress
and Senate we can move, hopefully, to a bipartisan solution to
this terrible war that is tearing at
all of us."
Barlow said Republican leadership in Washington have not
sought bipartisan solutions to

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
Stacey Campbell has started a personal chef service that allows people to have home-cooked
meals without dealing with grocery shopping, cooking or doing the dishes. Here she is pictured in the kitchen of her Broad Street home after spending the day preparing a week's worth
of meals for her family of five.

II Chef ...
hours preparing meals. All she
needs on site is a refrigerator,
freeze, sink and stove. She'll
leave behind meals, detailed
heating instructions for each one
and a clean kitchen.
"It sounds unusual at first,
but people already have others
come into their home and
work," Campbell said.
Campbell's other services
include romantic dinners, crockpot meals, cooking parties and
lessons, desserts, appetizers,
meals for new mothers, and custom menu planning. She said
she's willing to work with customers who want a break from
the kitchen.
"If someone loves to cook
but finds themselves stuck in a
rut making the same things
week after week, I can prepare a
customized menu for them
based on their likes, dislikes,
and nutritional needs and send it
to them by e-mail along with the
recipes and a grocery list,"
Campbell said.
A personal chef isn't just for
the wealthy.
"Most personal chefs will tell
you the majority of their clients
now are just everyday working
couples that are so busy that it is
difficult to find the time necessary to put a real home cooked
meal on the table," Campbell
said. "The extra time that clients
save is just as much a benefit of
this service as the food."
In fact, personal chef services
are growing in popularity.
Different television networks
even have related programs. The
Personal Chef Networks Inc. is
headed by Murray native Sharon
McConnell Worster, who traded
her I7-year nursing career for

From Front

After an initial phone consultation, Campbell and the client
complete a questionnaire detailing food allergies, likes and dislikes, and other personal preferences. She offers different meal
plans, ranging from $210 plus
the cost of groceries for 16 complete meals with four entrees
and eight side dishes to $295
plus groceries for 32 meals with
the nation's growing political, everybody that we know that is eight entrees and 16 side dishes.
economic and military problems tired of this war and want to see Those can be adapted if a famia resolution to this war and get ly has more than four people and
and that needs to change.
"As you know Republicans them to the polls."
kid-friendly meals also can be
-This is the time to make a added.
have us locked out of
Washington, but that's going to statement or we will continue in
"I will work closely with
change," he said. "We're going a lock down: continue in stagna- each client to make sure their
to have some tough decisions to tion and continue to be mired meals fit into their lifestyle and
make at the polls, but we have up," he said. "Get your friends, meet their dietary needs as well
got to go to the polls and make a get your neighbors and vote
as taste great," Campbell said.
statement. We have got to get and vote Democrat."
"If they like to cook and have
favorite recipes I'll be happy to
prepare them if they share their
recipes with me."
Once the specifics are
worked out, Campbell will bring
her equipment and all the necesSusan G. Komen Breast Cancer Golf Tournament
sary groceries to the client's
house and spend five to seven
Ladies of Oaks Country Club"
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Barlow, right, and Zee
Tom
candidate
District
U.S. House First
Enix, left, a member of the Calloway County Democratic
Party, speak to a group of fellow Democrats during a meeting
Monday night at the party's new headquarters office on North
Fourth Street. During a short speech, Barlow called on all voters to go to the polls in November and make a statement for
change in Washington.
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Correction
A headline in Monday's
Ledger regarding the Festival of
Champions incorrectly noted
Calloway County High School
finished fourth overall. The
Laker Band finished sixth overall.

The 10th Annual Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club
Wednesday, October 4, 2006
Be Sure To Wear Pink - A Prize Will Be Given

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916

Registration: 8:30 a.m.• Shot Gun Start: 9:30 a.m.
Two Person Scramble
Women's and Mixed Division.
Men's,
a
be
will
There
Men over the age of 65 will tee off from the yellow tees.
Trophies will be awarded to the winners.
In order to save time, a drawing for donated prizes will be held during play. Supervision of
prizes will be by members of the committee. In alphabetized order, your name will be on
your gift and you may pick up the door prize any time after play.
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Lunch will he served immediately after play.
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School graduate who also
attended Murray School of
Practical Nursing and Murray
State University, moved to
Texas in 1998. A year later she
started cooking for clients —
something that ballooned to
have a waiting list. In 2000, she
developed Personal Chefs
Network Inc.
"I think one of the best things
about our industry is the fact
that you do not have to have a
forum culinary education to recareer," Worster said. "Many
people re-evaluate their work
situations often and this gives
people that have a passion for
cooking to do what they love
and make a living at the same
time."
Personal Chef Network joins
personal chefs through online
communities where they share
recipes and other resources.
Members also have annual conventions and other gatherings
and offer each other free client
referrals.
Worster said Campbell isn't a
network member, but the two
have talked.
In the last decade, personal
chef services have transformed
from primarily putting dinners
on tables to offering culinary
courses and preparing food for
small events. Cooking from
clients' homes remains popular
because otherwise the chefs
have to have certified commercial kitchens that meet health
department guidelines.
"Our industry is just over a
decade old and it has changed a
lot since I became involved,"
Worster said. "Chefs are now
cooking for their clients for all
occasions now and not just dinner, however, that is still our primary focus."
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Learn more about Stacey
Campbell's personal chef
at
online
service
www.mychefstacey.com or
contact her at 753-2280 or
stacey mychefstacey.com.
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the self-employed cooking business in The Woodlands, Texas.
Worster, a 1976 Murray High
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Calloway County Shertff's Department
A truck westbound on Main
Street at the courthouse square
was leaking liquid nitrogen at 12:15 p.m.
Monday. The city agencies actually handled to call.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A shed behind a house on Kirksey
Almo Road was on fire at
7.40 p.m Monday. The fire was close
to the house.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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KeetackylnBrief
Lexington teacher accused of
relationship with teen, fired

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A central Kentucky high school
teacher was fired after being charged with having sexual
contact
with a teenage girl.
Anthony J. Graves, 27, a technology teacher at Bryan Station
High School in Lexington, was charged Friday with a felony count
of first-degree unlawful transaction with a minor, the
Lexington
Herald-Leader reported Monday on its Web site. Graves pleaded
not
guilty Monday.
Fayette County school officials confirmed Monday that the girl
is not a student at Bryan Station, but authorities would not say
which school she attends.
School Superintendent Stu Silberman said he found out about the
allegations Friday and he and school law enforcement officials contacted Lexington police.
Police arrested Graves after questioning him and the girl separately on Friday, police Sgt. Jesse Harris said.

Two killed, one wounded in eastern
Kentucky shooting
INEZ., Ky.(AP) - A 47-year-old eastern Kentucky man was the
object of a manhunt Tuesday morning after a triple shooting that left
two people dead and one wounded, Kentucky State Police said.
Billy Sartan was accused of killing Jeffrey Mattox and Billy
Proctor in Inez, about 37 miles north of Pikeville in Martin County.
late Monday night and wounding Sue Collins, state police said.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

TALKING POLMCS: Congress to Campus, a program that brings former congressmen together with thousands of
college students across America, is visiting Murray State University this week. The two-day stop is part of a program
of activities in celebration of Constitution Day. The local event features former congressmen Andy Jacobs Jr., D-Ind., and
Arlen
Erdahl, R-Minn. Pictured above, Erdahl, second from right, visits with Dr. Farouk R. Umar, chairman of the Department
of Government, Law and International Affairs, nght, and senior Tyler Parrott, third from night, who is a political science
major.
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through 2008 from state and
federal grants; however she will
be looking to ASAP's numerous
supporting agencies to assist
should the grant pool run dry.
"At this point we do not have
any solid plans in place to
become financially independent, although we have been
doing some talking about that,"
Kraemer said. "We are going to
have to start looking either for
other grant funding dollars or
local dollars that will help supplement."
Kraemer said she hopes all of
the approximately 40 government entities, schools, organizations and civic groups that make
up the Calloway County ASAP
coalition would consider allocating funds from their budgets
to shore up the effort.
"If each organization contributed just a little we could do
it," she said.
Kraemer said the federal
Drug Free Communities grant
that now finances their efforts
will only pay for office space
and salaries not programming,
such as juvenile drug court, lifeskills training and the Character
Counts Coalition, so the tobacco
settlement funds are very important to ASAP's future.
Love said the most important
contribution local ASAP chapters can make is to identify and
act on alcohol and drug abuse
problems tailored specifically
for each community without
micro-management
from
Frankfort.
However the state remains
ready and willing to assist.
"We're also trying to make
changes on the state level and
by providing what you need,"
he said.
Many of the visiting county
ASAP coordinators pointed out
their dependence on "faithbased" volunteers to continue
programs.
Love is a graduate of the FBI
Academy and a certified police
instructor for the Kentucky Law
Enforcement Council. He was
named Police Chief of the Year
in 1999 and received the
Governor's
Award
for
Outstanding Contribution to
Kentucky law Enforcement in
2002. He became coordinator
for KY-ASAP this year.
Love. who recently retired as
chief of police in Versailles, Ky.,
said there is a push to bring
more law enforcement participation into the ASAP effort.
"But there's more to it than just
putting people in jail," he said,
noting the importance of prevention and treatment of drug
and alcohol abuse.
KY-ASAP, as well as the
Prevention
and
Tobacco
Cessation Program. share funding set aside from the 1998
Master Settlement Agreement
with Philip Morris and other of
the nation's largest tobacco
companies. Love pointed out
that because of reallocation of
the funding and legal battles in
federal courts, that the approximate $2.2 million set aside for
the anti-drug effort is threat-

ened.
Recently, Calloway County
ASAP was awarded a total of
$118,000 in federal and state
funding to continue their fight
against alcohol, drug and tobacco abuse among young people
for another year with a federal
$100,000
Drug
Free
Communities grant, as well an
$18,000 allocation from KYASAP. Kraemer pointed out that
the funds will be used to support
Life Skills training in both
Calloway County and Murray
Independent schools as well as
Juvenile Drug Court for 20062007.
She said the funding confirms that the local chapter,
which has been in existence for
five years, has a realistic plan to
fight drug, alcohol and tobacco
abuse among the county's youth
and that ASAP members are
doing a good job in implementing the plan.
The state Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet has oversight of
KY-ASAP. ASAP was created in
2000 by the state General
Assembly to promote the reduction of alcohol, tobacco and
other drug use in the state by
working with communities to
help them identify existing
needs and resources. About 69
local ASAP boards have been
established in 110 counties and
have become a vital part of substance abuse prevention and
treatment efforts in many of
Kentucky's
communities,
according to a news release
from Cabinet officials.
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Saturday service appointments
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Dependable, guaranteed automatic delivery service
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Town Crier
NOTICE
II
Murray
Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. today at city hall. The
agenda includes annexation
requests for 225 King
Richard Drive and more than
10 acres on Gibbs Store
Road, discussion on Chantilly
Place subdivision ruling and
proposed rezoning west of
16th Street, and a public
hearing concerning a rezoning request at the intersection
of Poor Farm Road and
Opportunity Drive.
II Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5:30 p.m. today at Weaks
Community Center on Poplar
Street. On the agenda for the
meeting is consideration of
2006 property tax rates and
the judge-executive's authorization to sign an animal disposal agreement.
III Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday at city hall.
The agenda includes public
hearings for conditional use
permits for outdoor storage at
Gray's Flea Market and
Dollar General Store, variance requests at 1302
Sycamore St. and 713 S.
12th St., and a setback variance in Deer Meadow subdivision.
III South 641 Water Dsitnct
will meet Friday at 4:30 p.m_
in the district water office at
Hazel.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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FORUM
Important
words
Quick. Recite the Preamble to the Constitution. Need a
hint? It begins with the words: -We the people." Still stuck'?
Well, shame on you, but it is an easy enough problem to
solve. The Constitution is in almost every U.S. history book
and it's also free online at www.usconstitution.net.
If you ever had a history teacher worth his or her salt,
somewhere in your memory lie these
immortal words:
"We the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, ensure domestic tranquility,
provide for the common defense, promote
the general welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution
for the United States of America. "
Yesterday, Sept.18, marked the official
of Constitution Day. Senator
Main Street celebration
West Virginia, wrote the
Byrd,
C.
Robert
By Constance
legislation that enacted this law, which was
Alexander
passed in 2004. All schools and federal
Local
agencies that receive federal funds are
Columnist
required to set the day aside to pay tribute
to the Constitution, which was ratified on
September 17, 1787.
(When the 17th falls on a Sunday, the day is observed
the following Monday.) *
Much like the rest of us carry a driver's license or debit
card, Senator Byrd carries a copy of the Constitution with
him at all times. According to his Website, the senator studies the document and its provisions every day, and thinks
the rest of us should revere its principles too.
In these days of global terrorism, nuances of our Constitution are debated daily. There are some who believe citizens' rights are wisely restricted in times of war, while others assert that the spirit of the Constitution should be preserved in spite of it.
Since last Thursday, the president has been struggling
against the opposition of a majority (15 - 9) of the Senate
Armed Services Committee regarding proposed clarifications
of Article 3 of the Geneva Convention. The administration
contends that clearer definitions regarding the treatment of
enemy combatants are needed.
But key members of the committee -- including stalwart
Republicans John McCain, John Warner and Lindsey Graham
-- disagree with the president, so the dialogue continues.
General Cohn Powell weighed in with a letter to Senator
McCain, warning that the consequences of changes to the
Geneva Convention could be dire: -The world is beginning
to doubt the moral basis of our fight against terrorism," the
retired general asserted. -To redefine Common Article 3
would add to those doubts. Furthermore, it would put our
own troops at risk."
Senator McCain -- a victim of torture and prisoner of war
in the Vietnam era - agrees.
McCain is not the only highly ranked member of the military advising against any changes to Common Article 3.
Another letter to the Senate Armed Services Committee
released on Friday bears the signatures of 29 retired military
leaders, including former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff under President Reagan, John Vessey, General Joseph
Hoar and General John Shalikashvili.
General Vessey contends that legislation affecting Article 3
not only erodes the moral high ground, but also "gives our
opponents legal argument for the mistreatment of Americans
being held prisoner in times of war."
Text of the letter and all its signers is available at
http://www.humanrightsfirstinfo/pdf/06913-etn-military-letca3.pdf.
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Lincoln's Tragic Admiral
Charles Conrad for opinions on the
nation's land fortifications.
DuPont used the invitation as an
occasion to write the first mission
vision for the nation's navy, and it was
quoted and used extensively for the
next decade, helping the Union to
develop a plan and philosophy for its
depleted navy just in time for the Civil
War. DuPont stressed the importance of
permanent coastal fortifications—as
opposed to relying on a mobile navy
or upon internal rail systems—and the
importance of joint army and navy
actions.
With the country celebrating the
exploits of Commodore Matthew Perry
in opening up trade with Japan. DuPont
received his own. national attention by
leading a naval expedition into China
and re-visiting Japan. Later on, he was
selected to coordinate and host the
month-long visit of the prestigious
Japanese delegation. Services of the
Lighthouse Board also garnered him
more attention.
Meanwhile, DuPont — independently
wealthy because of his DuPont family
holdings and emboldened to be outspoken by his glowing reputation — set
himself to heading efforts to reform the
Navy.
Some naval officers were in their
70s and had served since before the
War of 1812, and others suffered from
illnesses, alcoholism, and graft. Promotions were very slow for younger officers because of the surplus of old or
misfit officers, and standards were
scant.
The new Naval Academy that
DuPont helped to establish was beginning to produce fine officers, but they
could not rise to authority very rapidly.
DuPont was selected to head an
Efficiency Board that set promotion criteria and then one-by-one evaluated all
the naval officers. The actual review
produced a list of 201 officers for
whom the board recommended removal
from active ranks.
Despite executive and congressional
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Gideon Welles, Civil War Secretary
of the Navy, has always struck me as
the best member of Abraham Lincoln's
cabinet, more coolheaded and less political than the others. But Welles comes
off a bit tarnished for mistreating the
Union's top naval
officer.
Naval officers in
general, both North
and South, of course,
are neglected figures
in Civil War history
—although that oversight is being
addressed with biographies of such figures
So ern as Franklin Buchanan,
Raphael Semmes, and
By Larry
inventors of ironciads
McGehee
and submarines. Kevin
Syndicated
J. Weddle of the U.S.
Columnist
Army War College
now provides us with
the story of "Lincoln's Tragic Admiral:
The Life of Samuel Francis DuPont"
(University of Virginia Press, 2005, 269
pp.).
Few people have heard of him, and
fewer still know that DuPont Circle in
Washington is named for him (although
his statue long ago was moved to
Delaware).
The first DuPont born in America
(1803) in a family of French exiles
destined to power through American
The fundamental question is, do we relinquish our values
chemistry and wars, DuPont enlisted at
in times of war or stick to our beliefs no matter what? If
we agree to abrogate the rights of enemy suspects, where do age 12 in the embryonic U.S. Navy
that caught his fancy in the War of
we draw the line?
1812. He would continue in its service
CommandTen
the
sometimes,
us
remind
will
clerics
As
for the next half century, becoming its
ments are just that, not the Ten Suggestions. The same
first officer to attain the rank of admimight be said for the principles that guide Americans in the
best of times and the worst.
ral and along the way garnering accolade after accolade.
One of his first distinguished servicRead Main Street online at www.murrayledgercom. Cones was during the war with Mexico.
tact the columnist directly at constancealexander@neuwavecomnet.
DuPont sailed around South America
and helped subdue California — and
pioneered in joint naval and army
cooperative efforts. A few years later.
he received much attention for his
lengthy written response to a seemingly
casual request from Secretary of War
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bows to political pressure, many of
them were indeed removed, and the
navy was far better for the reforms, as
it also was for the network of operating bureaus and boards DuPont helped
create. DuPont suffered some estranged
relations with some officer friends hurt
by the upheaval.
As war approached. DuPont found
himself stationed near wife and home,
heading up the Philadelphia Navy Yard.
In wartime, DuPont helped create the
blockade board that would prove particularly important in transforming the
navy, increasing its size and moving to
steam-powered and ironclad vessels.
Then he was selected to head the
South Atlantic Blockading Squadron to
cover the coast from Port Royal to
Key West, especially Charleston and
Savannah.
In early November 1861, when the
North had suffered military setbacks at
Bull Run and elsewhere. DuPont successfully attacked Port Royal with the
largest fleet ever assembled up to that
date, forcing its evacuation and giving
the North a southern fueling depot for
the rest of the war.
But success cost DuPont heavily.
Navy Secretary Welles and his chief
advisor, Assistant Secretary Gustavus V.
Fox became obstinately convinced that
Charleston would be captured by a
fleet of Monitor-like ironclads and
pressed DuPont to make the attack,
unaided by army troops. DuPont saw
the folly of this ambition and resisted,
but finally gave in and led the fruitless
armored attack in April 1863. In the
political arena, Fox especially, but
Welles as Lincoln as well, lost confidence in DuPont, and he was finally
removed from command. In two years
time (much like General McClellan on
land), DuPont had reached both the
zenith and the nadir of his career.
A proud man. DuPont spent the
rest of his career campaigning for the
restoration of his considerable reputation. Weddle's book goes far in completing that campaign.
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Louis Leonard Tynes

se

Louis Leonard Tynes, 60, Mayfield, died Saturday, Sept. 16,
2006, at 1:15 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a motorcycle crash in Paducah.
An employee of Korte's Construction Company,
. he was a Marine Corps veteran of the Vietnam War
and received three Purple Hearts. He was of Baptist
faith. Preceding him in death were his parents,
Leonard Russell and Eunice Moms Tynes; one sister,
Martha Tynes; and one brother, Wilton Tynes.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janice Mitchell Tynes; one
daughter, Christine Tynes, Joplin, Mo.; one son, Russell Cordell
Tynes, Mayfield; one stepson, Aaron Giffen, Webb City, Mo.; six
sisters, Mrs. Mary Evelyn Thom, Dexter, Mrs. Edna Doke, Joplin,
Mo., and Ms. Delorse Lee Tynes, Mrs. Belle DeGonia, Mrs. Tina
Menser, and Mrs. Norma Jane Peoples, all of Mayfield; four brothers, Gary Tynes and James Tynes, both of Mayfield, Dean Tynes,
Fancy Farm, and Larry Tynes, Newburgh, hid.; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Tim Allred and Rev. Keith Allred
will officiate. Pallbearers will be nephews Jeremy Tynes, Brandon
Tynes, William Tynes, Daniel Tynes, J.R. Peoples and Michael
Menser. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery with graveside
military rites to be conducted by American Legion Post #26.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

111111

Jerry Ray (Stagily) Glisson
Jerry Ray (Storky) Glisson, 63, Warren, Mich., formerly of
Graves County, died Sunday, Sept. 17, 2006, at 6:30 a.m. at Henry
Ford Hospital, Wyandotte, Mich.
He was a retired auto worker with Daimler Chrysler Corp. His
wife, Shirley June Glisson, to whom he had been married for 23
years preceded him in death. Also preceding him in death were his
parents. J.W. and Vera May Collins Glisson; one sister, Louise
Fields; and one brother, Edward Glisson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Carla Hande, Riverview,
Mich.; one son, Jeffrey Glisson, Macomb, Mich.; one brother, Larry
Eugene Glisson, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Joyce Collins,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Marcella Tate, Springville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Dorothy Mae Wyatt; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Glynn Copeland will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Cuba Baptist Church Cemetery. Visitation will be
at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
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Joe T. Rogers
Joe T. Rogers, 77, Shelby Township, Mich., died Friday, Sept. 17,
2006, at his home.
Born April 5, 1929, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of
the late Hafford Rogers and Nellie Suiter Rogers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Theresa Rogers; three daughters,
Mrs. Julie Harms and husband, Mike, Ms. Gail Rogers and Mrs.
Katherine Wilkins and husband. Robert, four grandchildren,
Melissa, Elizabeth, Nathan and Lucas, and great-grandson, Anthony,
all of Michigan; two sisters, Mrs. Bobbie Charlton, Huntsville, Ala.,
and Mrs. Betty Satterfield, Monongah, W.Va.; three brothers, Gene
Rogers, Sedalia, Ky., Andy Rogers, Murray, Ky., and Ronny Rogers,
Farmington, Ky.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St. Therese of
Lisieux. Visitation will be in the chapel of Wasik Funeral Home,
Shelby Township, from 2 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to the Myositis Association or Beaumont
Hospice.

Mrs. Dorothy Todd

Muslims in Turkey, Iraq, and
Palestine demand papal apology
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) Muslims in Turkey, Iraq and the
Palestinian territories demanded
today that Pope Benedict XVI
make a clear apology for his
remarks on Islam, instead of
saying only that he was 'deeply
sorry* that Muslims had taken
offense.
The prime minister of
Malaysia, which chairs the
world's biggest Muslim bloc,
said that Benedict's expression
of regret was acceptable.
In Turkey, protesters said
Benedict must make full amends
before a planned November trip
that would be his papacy's first
visit to a Muslim nation.
'Either apologize, or do not
come,' read a banner carried by
a group of demonstrators from a
religious workers' union.
Iraq's parliament also rejected Benedict's explanation of his
remarks, saying it was insufficiently clear.
The parliament "demands the
pope take practical steps to
restore respect to the Islamic
world and its religion, and a
clear-cut apology for what he
said," lawmakers said in a statement read at a press conference.
The top Muslim clergyman in
the Palestinian territories similarly demanded that Benedict
offer a "clear apology."
The mufti of Jerusalem,
Mohammed Hussein, urged
Palestinians to halt attacks on
churches in the territories, but
held the pontiff responsible for
the outpouring of anger.
"So far, we consider the apology of the Vatican Pope insufficient," Hussein told reporters.
"We firmly ask the Vatican Pope
to offer a personal, public and
clear apology to the 1.5 billion
Muslims in this world."
In a speech last week, the
pontiff cited a Medieval text that
characterized some of the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad
as "evil and inhuman," particularly "his command to spread by
the sword the faith."
Benedict said Sunday that he
was "deeply sorry" that Muslims
took offense, and stressed that
the emperor's words did not

A graveside service for Mrs. Dorothy Todd will be today
(Tuesday) at 1:30 p.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens. Dr. Ron
Carrier will officiate. Visitation was at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Woodmont Hills Church of Christ, Caring
Ministry. Envelopes will be available at the funeral home.
Mrs. Todd, 78, Brentwood, Term., formerly of Calloway County,
Ky., died Friday, Sept. 15, 2006, at 9:30 a.m. at Vanderbilt Medical
Center, Nashville, Tenn. She was a member of Woodmont Hills
Church of Christ. One daughter, Penny Todd Kelly, preceded her in
death. Born May 9, 1928, in Graves County, Ky., she was the daughter of the late cury and Ruth Smith.
Survivors include her husband, Ben Todd; one daughter, Mrs.
Pamela Todd Pleasant and husband, Mark, Nashville; one grandson,
Benji Kelly, and one great-granddaughter, Katelyn Kelly, both of
Campbellsville; one sister, Mrs. Geraldine Rose, Paducah; four
brothers, Walter Smith, Calvert City, Eddie Smith, Murray, Adrian
Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Kenny Smith, Kirksey.

AP

Pakistani religious students march, holding a placard, right, which reads, "apology is not
enough, prove it practically," to condemn the anti-Islam remarks of Pope Benedict XVI which
hurt the sentiments of Muslims, Monday in Islamabad, Pakistan. Protests continued to
demand that Pope apologize fully for his remarks on Islam and violence.
reflect his own opinion.
Malaysia, which chairs the
57-member Organization of the
had
Conference,
Islamic
demanded that the pope offer a
full apology and retract what he
said.
"I think we can accept it and
we hope there are no more statements that can anger the
Minister
Muslims," Prime
Abdullah Ahmad 'Badawi told
Malaysian journalists late
Monday in New York, where he
is attending the U.N. General
Assembly.
Abdullah's comments, carried Tuesday by the national
news agency Bernama, came
after he met with President
Bush, who told the Malaysian
leader he believed that Benedict
was sincere in apologizing.
Seven churches in the West
Bank and Gaza were attacked
following Benedict's comments.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)The day after the Kentucky
plane crash that killed 49 people, high-ranking officials with
Aviation
Federal
the
Administration suggested the
Lexington air traffic manager
was a "renegade" and speculated he would be fired for only
having one controller on duty at
the time.
In Aug. 28 e-mails obtained
Monday by The Associated
Press, the FAA's Eastern and
Western terminal services directors discussed the decision by
Blue Grass Airport tower manager Duff Ortman to staff the
overnight or "mid" shift with
only one controller, despite an
FAA directive that there should
be two.
"Just FYI that despite the
mandate ... to have two people
work the separate positions on
the mids - the Lexington manager was only scheduling one per-

son on the Saturday to Sunday
morning mids," Eastern director
John McCartney wrote to his
West and Central colleagues.
"Would have been good for that
to be shared with the Hub manager. No factor in the accident
but - the (air traffic manager)
is accountable for his decision."
McCartney also wrote that he
was trying to verify there were
"no other renegades left and not
staffing the mids."
A little over an hour later,
Western terminal director John
Clancy responded that Ortman
"will probably be removed as
manager of the facility."
Ortman and FAA spokeswoman Laura Brown didn't
immediately return calls seeking
comment Monday.
After mistakenly turning onto
a runway that was too short,
Comair Flight 5191 struggled to
get airborne and crashed.

Damage was minor and no one
was hurt, but it unsettled the
small Christian minority, which
accounts for about 2 percent of
the 3.4 million Palestinians.
In Ankara Tuesday, the protesters demanded that the Justice
Ministry arrest the pope upon
his arrival in Turkey, where he
should be tried on charges of
insulting Islam and causing
hatred based on religious differences, local media reported.
linur Cevik, editor-in-chief
of The New Anatolian newspaper, said in a commentary that
the pope must reach out to
Muslims before visiting.
"How can the pope make
amends and convince the masses with religious sensitivities in
Turkey that he is not an enemy
of Islam and that he wants to
forge an atmosphere of coexistence?" Cevik wrote. "If he fails
to do this, it will be very hard for

the Turkish people to give him a
warm welcome."
In Turkey, the pope's remarks
strengthened the widespread
view that he is hostile to the
country's campaign for membership in the European Union.
Joseph
Cardinal
As
Ratzinger, the pope questioned
whether the EU should open its
doors to Turkey, saying it might
be incompatible with European
culture. Secular Turkey's ruling
government
Islamic-rooted
accused the pope after his latest
remarks of trying to revive the
spirit qf the Crusades, and called
on him to offer a sincere and
personal apology.
Catholic bishops met in
Istanbul on Monday and decided
the pope's visit to Turkey in
November should go ahead, said
Monsignor Georges Marovitch,
the Vatican embassy spokesman
in Turkey.
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Home Department will
visit LBL Planetarium

Tickin' in the Park'
event scheduled
here this Saturday
"Pickin' in the Park," a blue- founded in 1962. Today St.
grass festival to benefit St. Jude is the single largest cenJude Children's Research Hos- ter in the United States for
pital, Memphis, Tenn., will be the research and treatment of
Saturday from noon to 6 p.m. pediatric cancer and other childat Playhouse in the Park. locat- hood catastrophic diseases in
ed beside the swimming pool terms of the number of patients
on Arcadia Drive, at Murray- enrolled in research protocols
Calloway Central Park.
and successfully treated.
This event is being sponsored
For a child to be admitted
by Epsilon Sigma Alpha, a to St. Jude the patient must
women's service organization in be referred by a physician; the
Murray and Calloway County. patient's disease must currentPerformances will be by Old ly be under study; the child must
Santa Fe, Carefree Highway be 18 years old or younger
South, Willow Creek and the (rare exceptions do occur for
WAAJ All Stars. There will certain protocols); generally,
be door prizes given away patients cannot have received
hourly with the grand door prior extensive treatment.
Raising funds for St. Jude
prize being a guitar.
Those attending are asked is one of ESA's major philto bring their lawn chairs. antrophic projects. It was first
Refreshments will be sold.
adopted in 1972 by ESA.
St. Jude hospital owes its
For more information call
existence to a promise made Dortha Bailey, president, at 753by a struggling entertainer, 1040, or Catherine Glass, secDanny Thomas, which he retary, at 759-1590.

Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 10'
a.m. at the club house. The group will
then car pool to the Planetarium at the
Land Between the Lakes.
Members are asked to bring a sack,
lunch to enjoy prior to visiting the planetarium. Dues for the 2006-2007 club year
will be collected at this meeting. Judy
Stahler will give the devotion.
The mission statement for the departJO's
ment is "Home - the Heart of the Flunk
Datebook ly." Officers are Helen Dunn, chair; Louise
By Jo Burkeen
Pool, vice chair; Shirley Robinson and LilCommunity
lian Robertson, co-secretaries; Judy Stahler,
Editor
treasurer.

AARP Chapter will meet
Photo provided
Pictured are La Dawn Hale, left, and Nancy Williams Ross
with the lap blankets given to the Housing Authority of Murray.

4-H Fashion Revue
makes lap blankets
Lap blankets were made by
participants of the State 4-H
Fashion Revue during State 4H Teen Week held recently.
Materials were donated by
the Purchase and Pennyrile Area
4-H Councils.
The lap blankets were donated to nonprofit organizations
in each of the two areas, the
Housing Authority of Murray

and the Madisonville-Hopkins
County Assistance Center.
La Dawn Hale, Calloway
County Extension agent for
family and consumer sciences
and state 4-H Fashion Revue
committee member, presented
the-blankets to Nancy Williams,
Ross coordinator for the Housing Authority of Murray.

Outstanding Parents named
for special MSU awards

Photo provided
RAISING AND LOWERING FLAG: Pictured, from left, are
Logan English, Josh Ortner, Hugh Paschall and Jay Roth,
Murray Middle School sixth grade students and Student
Council representatives, who have the honor of raising the
flag at 7:30 a.m. and lowering it at 2:50 p.m. each day.
They were trained by Officer Mike Robinson Sept. 11.
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The 2006 Murray State Uni- Lawrenceville, Ill., nominated
versity Outstanding Parents by Julia Garner of Clark ColAward winners are Judy For- lege; Jackie Ferriter of Calney-Hantle and Larry Hantle houn. nominated by Eden Wilks
of Paducah, parents of Nathaniel of Elizabeth College; Paula
Hantle. an MSU graduate stu- Moore of Frankfort, nominatdent and member of White ed by Cali Moore of Hart ColCollege.
lege; Bob and Mary Lynn JamiJudy, who earned her mas- son of Newburgh. Ind., nomter of arts in education degree inated by Jennifer Jamison of
from MSU in 2003, teaches at Hester College; Byron and
Heath High School in Plidue- Wanda Dalton of Wakeman.
ah. Larry is the golf course Ohio, nominated by Andrea
superintendent at the Country Dalton of Regents College: CasClub of Paducah. Nathaniel sandra Payne of St. Louis, Mo.,
gives credit to his parents for nominated by Adrianna Payne
being "the best parents any- of Richmond College; and Kenone could have asked for dur- neth Langston of Henderson,
ing a college experience."
nominated by Amber Langston
The award was selected from of Springer-Franklin College.
students' nominations, requiring
Presentation of the finalists'
them to write a narrative of certificates and the Outstand500 words or less explaining ing Parents Award will be made
why their parents or guardians during the Parent and Family
should win the award. After a Connection Cookout at 3:30
committee reviewed the nom- p.m.. Sept. 23. The Hantles
inations, one finalist from each will receive recognition durresidential college was select- ing the football game at Roy
ed.
Stewart Stadium and be guests
Sponsored by the MSU of MSU Interim President Tim
Alumni Association, the office Miller in the President's Box.
for student affairs and the res- The Outstanding Parents will
idential college heads, the award also receive a copy of
provides for a meaningful salute Nathaniel's nomination letter,
to parents during Family Week- a plaque and a dinner certifiend.
cate for Tom's Grille in MurOther finalists include Jack ray.
and
Patricia
Garner
of

CollegeNews
OXFORD, Miss. — Kelly
Elizabeth Taylor of Hazel, Ky.,
is listed on the dean's honor
roll at the University of Mississippi for the spring 2005
semester.

tke
Home

A grade point average of
from 3.5 through 3.74 is
required of full-time students
carrying at least 12 semester
hours for listing on the dean's
honor roll.

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter #4437 of AARP will meet.
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
Michael Robinson of the Murray Police Department will speak
about "Identify Theft." Sally Duford, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and others are encouraged to attend.

Extension office plans open house
The Calloway County Extension Office, 310 S. Fourth St.,
Murray, will host an open house on Wednesday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. A light lunch will be served from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
with the ribbon cutting at 12:45 p.m. For information call 7531452.

4-H Round-up will be Thursday
Calloway County 4-H Round-up will be Thursday from 4
to 6:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Expo Center, located on
College Farm Road, across from Calloway County High School.
A light supper will be served and donations will be accepted.
The public is invited. For more information call the Calloway
County Extension office at 753-1452 or e-mail vharper@uky.edu.

Fire-Rescue meeting tonight
Calloway County Fire-Rescue will have an informational
meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. at New Mt. Camel Baptist Church's
fellowship hall to see if there is interest in building a new
fire station that would cover Red Water, Crawford's Landing
and Cypress areas.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of the
school. All interested persons are invited.

CCHS Alumni to meet tonight
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will have its monthly meeting tonight at 6 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's.,
The location was changed in order to help with the Laker
rebate night there. On the agenda is the nomination and election of new board members and upcoming membership activities. All members are urged to attend.

CCHS volleyball team plans event
Calloway County High School Laker Volleyball will have a
rebate day today from 5 p.m. to closing at Mr. Gatti's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there to support
Laker Volleyball.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today at
5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High School band room:
Middle and high school parents and all interested persons are
invited to attend.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. at the club house. Presenting the program
will be The Church Ladies from University Church of Christ.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo every Tuesday
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
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Quilt Lovers will meet tonight
1210 Johnson Stvd.
Murray, K . 42071
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the
community room of Calloway County Public Library. Carol
Bothwell and Lori Winiger will present a program on "Machine
Trapunto." If any person attending has done a project using
this technique. bring it to the meeting for a mini-trunk show/display. The room will be available at 5:30 p.m. and the meeting will begin promptly at 6 p.m.

22.2 million people age 12 & over were classified with
substance dependence or abuse in 2005!
There is a way out!
e

september

1-800-662-HELP
Based On National Survey On Drug Use & Health

CC-ASAP

44

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevrmtton

lies
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Tampering isn't suspected
in nation E. coli outbreak
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tampering is not suspected in an
outbreak of E. coli linked to
fresh spinach, federal health
officials said Monday as they
continued to probe the source or
the contamination and warned
consumers not to resume eating
fresh spinach products.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration has linked a
California company's fresh
spinach to the outbreak, which
has killed one person and sickened at least 109 others.
Investigators are working to
pinpoint the source of the bacteria. Possible sources include
contaminated irrigation water,
known to be a problem in the
state's Salinas Valley, a major
produce-growing area.
"At this time we have no evidence supporting tampering,"
FDA spokeswoman Susan Bro
said.
The FBI is monitoring the
situation, said FBI spokesman
Rich Kolko. Kolko added it was
a routine and precautionary
measure, and is not indicative of
any suspicious activity.
Bro also dismissed a claim
by Natural Selection Foods
LLC, the country's largest
grower of organic produce, that
its organic spinach products had
been cleared of suspicion. "The
FDA has not cleared any products from the list and continues
to recommend consumers avoid
eating fresh spinach products,"
Bro said.
The current cases are the latest in a string of 19 food-poisoning outbreaks since 1995 that
have been linked to lettuce and
spinach. At least eight were tied
to produce grown in the Salinas
Valley.
In 2004 and again in 2005,
the FDA's top food safety official warned California farmers
they needed to do more to
increase the safety of the fresh
leafy greens they grow.
"In light of continuing outbreaks, it is clear that more
needs to be done," the FDA's
Robert Brackett wrote in a Nov.
4, 2005, letter.
Suggested actions included
discarding any produce that
comes into contact with floodwaters. Rivers and creeks in the
Salinas watershed are known to
be periodically contaminated
with E. coli, Brackett said.
Natural Selection has maintained its recall of 34 brands of
products.
spinach
fresh
However, the company said late
Sunday the manufacturing
codes from packages of spinach
that had infected patients turned
over to health officials all were
from non-organic spinach. The
company packages both organic
and conventionally grown
spinach in separate areas at its
San Juan Bautista, Calif. plant.
Those brands include the
company's own labels and those
of other companies that had contracts with Natural Selection to
produce or package its spinach.
Meanwhile, Salinas-based
River Ranch Fresh Foods added
to its recall spring mixes containing spinach sold under the
labels Hy-Vee, Fresh N' Easy
and Fanners Market, FDA officials said. All contain spinach
Natural
from
purchased
Selection, they said.
The FDA and California
Department of Health Services
were reviewing irrigation methods. harvest conditions and
other practices at farms possibly
involved.
The spinach could have been
contaminated in the field or during processing. About 74 percent of the fresh-market spinach
grown in the U.S. comes from
California, according to the
Bureau
Farm
California
Federation.
E. coli cases linked to tainted
spinach have been reported in
19 states, with Wisconsin
reporting the most cases, includ-
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Dangers encountered by manned space missions
Gemini•(March
17, 191111) Mission
curtailed by two
days, raw thrusters
started finng,
putbng the docked
assembly into an
uncontrolled spin

Soyua '18-1'(April 5, Soyuz-T '10-1 (Sept. 25, 1911811) Launch
vehicle caught Ire dwell;finel Mapes Of
1975)Central Lure Of
countdown the only off-ete-ped abort
the launcher tailed to
separate frorn the third *nth a crew on board
stage a the vehicie
Mir space Malian fire (Feb.
causing the bet In-light
23,1167)Rae legles out on die
launch abon of a
%mien space Mean
manned space rniesion

IMsoe
9111120149011116.2006)
hsnelul chemical leaks
In space Mellon

0
Apollo 19(April 13,1970)
An explosion in Pie service
rrxxluie crvpied tie ewecraft and resulted in the
planned lunar landing being scrapped
Apollo 13 rescue (April 17)

Salyut 1 (June 15,
1971) Fire forced
the crew to retreat
to escape capsule
before re-entering
the space stabon

MIrfProgness-M 34
(June 25, 1997) A
treighter oolicied with the
module of the Mir space
station complex dunng a
re-doclong expenment
AP

SOURCES Janet IntormaSon Group, NASA; Astronauttx. Sven Gratin

Atlantis prepares for return
trip to Earth Wednesday
HOUSTON (AP) - In a routine familiar to travelers on
Earth, shuttle astronauts spent
tosday packing, indulging in
their surroundings and making
sure their vehicle is ready for
the ride home.
for
In
preparation
Wednesday's scheduled landing
at the Kennedy Space Center
after 11 days in space, the
Atlantis crew checked flight
controls — similar to those on
AP an airplane — and test fired
Untainted spinach grows in an Ocean Mist Farms field near small jets that are used to guide
Castroville, Calif., Monday. Growers say they are about ready the shuttle. The commander and
pilot used simulations to practo disk under their crop due to a lack of demand after the E. tice their landing skills.
coli outbreak at San Juan Bautista, Calif.-based Natural
They also participated in a
Selections Foods LLC.
rare conference call with two
other spacecraft also currently
Federal officials stressed that in orbit.
ing the death of a 77-year-old
"It's a little crowded in the
the bacteria had not been isolatwoman.
Other states reporting cases ed in products sold by Natural sky this morning," said Jeff
Williams, a resident of the interwere California, Connecticut, Selection. As the investigation
national space station the shuttle
Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, continues, other brands may be undocked from on Sunday after
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, implicated, officials said.
delivering and installing a solar
Natural Selection was found- panel addition.
New Mexico, Nevada, New
"We were wondering if we
Oregon, ed in 1984 by Drew and Myra
York,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Utah, Virginia, Goodman. Within two years, its had to hire some more air traffic
Washington and Wyoming, best-known brand, Earthbound controllers for the increased
up here," responded
according to the CDC. Seven Farm, began shipping pre- traffic
Michael Lopez-Alegria from the
new cases reported Sunday were washed, packaged salad fixings, Russian Soyuz capsule that
in states with previous illnesses. and the company's "spring mix"
In Ohio, state health officials became a mainstay of restausaid they were investigating the rants and supermarkets.

launched from Kazakhstan on
Monday. He's part of the team
that will be taking over from
Williams' crew.
During the 10-minute conversation, while the space station and shuttle hovered over
Australia and the capsule over
the Black Sea, the astronauts
reminisced about their time
together, the times to come and
the latest drama in the cosmos.
The three space station astronauts pulled an alarm and
donned protective gear after an
Elektron oxygen generator overheated Monday, spreading
smoke and a burned-rubber
smell and leaking potassium
hydroxide, an irritant that is
used to power batteries. NASA
said the leak was not life-threatening, and the crew cleaned up
the spill.
"We're sorry you guys had to
go through that but, yeah, we're
kind. of glad we weren't there
and we want you all to know
that we didn't touch the
Elektron," Atlantis commander
Brent Jett joked to Williams.
Twelve astronauts in space at
once isn't a record, said NASA
spokesman Pat Ryan. The cosmos have hosted 13 astronauts
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Reasons for an E. coli outbreak linked to fresh spinach are still
unknown. Authorities say possible sources of the bactena include
contaminated irrigation water - a problem in Califomia's Salinas
Valley where much of the the U.S. spinach crop is grown.
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From field to market

Soil
Spinach
requires
a sandy
base
high in
organic
matter

Thursday, September 21st, 2006
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm
— MEET AND GREET

Art 41.1- 1#14
Storage
Harvest
Wash
Irrigation
Must be
Cut by
One or
Abundant
kept near
more
hand or
moisture
machine
vigorous freezing at a
needed;
washes high relative
avoiding
6 to 7
practices that . inches from to remove humidity;
shelf life
sandy
splash soil or the ground
soil, not
is only
and
water on to
bacteria 10-14 days
bundled
the leaves

SOURCES Food and Drug Admintstrabon, Oregon State Unwerstry

death of a 23-month-old girl
who was sickened by E. coli to
determine whether the case was
related to the outbreak. The
girl's mother said she often buys
bagged spinach.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention said
Sunday they've started an
Atlanta-based emergency operations center to help state health
agencies with E. coli testing.
Epidemiologists are helping test
spinach samples and stool samples of infected people, center
spokeswoman Lola Russell said.
Natural Selection recalled its
packaged spinach throughout
the United States, Canada and
Mexico as a precaution after
federal health officials said
some of those hospitalized
reported eating brands of
prepackaged spinach distributed
by the company.
However, some restaurants
and retailers may be taking
spinach out of bags before selling it, so consumers shouldn't
buy it at all, the FDA said.
contaminated
Boiling
spinach can kill the bacteria, but
washing won't eliminate it, the
CDC warned.
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Source of E. coil outbreak narrowing
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at once three times, most recently in 2001. Ryan said. Still, he
added, it is very infrequent that
three different spacecraft are
concurrently in space.
During their mission, the
Atlantis astronauts officially
resumed construction of the
international space station after
a four-year hiatus. The 115-footlong solar wings they added will
generate power for the space
station once it's rewired during
the next mission, slated to
launch in December.
Progress on the orbiting lab
halted after the Columbia disaster in 2003, when the space
shuttle disintegrated while reentering the Earth's atmosphere,
killing all seven astronauts
aboard.
Since then, NASA has implemented several safety procedures, including Monday's
inspection of the shuttle using a
robotic arm with a TV camera
and laser imagery system
attached on the end. Preliminary
results from the inspection look
very good, Tony Antonelli from
Mission Control in Houston told
the astronauts.
NASA studies the images for
any damage.

Place: Mike Miller Park
596 US Hwy. 68 West, Benton, KY
BBQ & Live Musicfeaturing The Todd Hill Quartet
EVERYONE IS INVITED
WWW.KYJUS'TICEFOR.AILL,.CCD1V1
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Paid foe by the Campaign Fund to Elect Mark Blankenship, Jane Farley Treasurer • 309 N 4th St. Murray KY 42071
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RECEIVE UP TO A $1000 REBATE — plus 6 months some as
cash — when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
through November 1, 2006.
Install a new bane heating and cooing system and you'l be rewarded year altw year with
premium comfort and lower energy bills. Now you'll also be rewarded well up to 81,000
bock — significant savings considering what a great value Trans systems are to begki
Company will even give you sbi months to mak• a payment, which
with Randy
means you'll save even more If you want to odd value to your home and everything you do
Inside of it, k's the opportune tirne to buy_
Expect more from your indopendent Ticino dwiter.
Did you know the at in your home has two to fry* limes more allergens Won the air outside?
Forlunalety Randy Thuiiittin Company carries the single most ettectIv• filtration system
available today
TRANS ClitanEflects' sln*rates up to 99.98% of dust, pet dander, bacteria, mold and more
horn al the at I heals or coob_ Astoundingly, lilt times more effective than the best HEM
roan at cleaners and 100 *TIN more effective than a typical I' iller or ionic-type room
appliance If you care out the Quality of your air — aid who doesn't — there's simply no
better solution
Expect more from your ndoporrelont Dan* deo.
Your new healing and cooling system we affect your correort — and energy bilb—lor years
to come Thai vity Randy Thornton Company is committed to helping you find the best
system for your needs. We conduct a detailed midrib of your home and ductwork. clearly
explain your options, and provide Installabon and service, too Some people might say we
go We extra mew but Is lust how w•Ike to do business_ When you expect more you get
more. Ws that *rate

INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
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802 Chestnut • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-8181
www.randythornton.com
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MF.S PTO officers named ,7'*.
PTO officers for the neve
school year have been annouced -*
tor Murray Elementary School.
l'he new officers are as followsi '
Co-Presidents: Joey and
Co-Vice
Reed;
Laurinda
Presidents: Polly Lavit and Jill'
Adams; Co-Secretaries: Mary
Mary .
and
Lyons
Beth
Wooldridge; Co-Historians:'
Sally Bouley and Paula Ray;',
Treasurer: Thenia Gibson,. ,
Comptroller: Sandy Morgan;
and,
Editor
Yearbook
Fundraising: Gretchen Young
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

DOING THE "CHICKEN DANCE": Students at Calloway County's North Elementary School
were entertained by faculty and staff last week after achieving a 98 percent attendance goal
set for their school during the state's "High Attendance Day" program. Pictured above,
Margaret Cook, principal (center), and several of the teachers do the "chicken dance" to the
delight of the students. Students could win T-shirts and schools could be awarded $500, it was
reported.

Jeremy Werlwether has been

chosen as Employee of the Month
for New Wove Communications.
Jeremy Is a Maintenance
Technician for Kentucky systems.
He has been instrumental in keeping up with recent extensions, system relation issues and overall
direction of maintenance schedules.
Managers of the WTN/WKY will
nominate an employee each
month and vote on a winner.
Wertwether received a gift certificate to a place of his choice and
his name will be engraved on the
New Wave recognition plaque in
the Murray office.

Free Economic Education Workshop slated Sept. 26
The Murray State University
Center for Economic Education
invites teachers of grades 3-5 to
participate in a free workshop
about the program "Focus:
Grades 3-5 Economics." The
workshop will be held from 4 to
7 p.m. on Sept. 26 at the
McCracken County Board of
Education on 435 Burger Rd. in
Paducah.
Teachers who attend the
workshop will receive hands-on
training to help them learn of
new ways to teach economics.
The program includes lesson
plans that have been developed
to make economics understandable for students in grades three

through five. The "Focus" curriculum includes 14 hands-on
activities, all of which are
included in the guide teachers
will receive at the workshop.
Simulations, games, stories and
activities
role-playing
are
included in the guide to help
stimulate every student's mind
and to help teachers illustrate
economics in a way their students can enjoy. The curriculum
also uses communication and
thinking skills to introduce core
economic concepts to give students a foundation in essential
life skills, such as teamwork,
critical analysis and negotiation
skills. Best of all, this hands-on

training uses free curriculum
and there is no charge for attending the workshop.
Barry Brown, director of the
MSU Center for Economic
Education, urges teachers to
sign up for the free workshop as
soon as possible. Space to join
the program is limited and preregistration is mandatory. To
register, email your name,
school and grade taught to
econed@murraystate.edu. You
may also register by calling
(270) 809-4277 or by faxing
(270) 809-5478. Registration
closes Fri.. Sept. 22.

New Wave Cominuniccrtions home office is in Sikeston, MO tt is family owned family oriented and focused on
serving smatter and mtd-sized communities.

COMMUNICATIONS
906 S. 12th St. • Murray • 8888-NEW-WAVE
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

HI AND LOW NOTES: Students in Kim Black's music class
at Murray Elementary School practice their high, medium and
low notes during a recent singing exercise. Pictured in front,
from left, are second graders MacKenzie Ray, Ashtin
McKinney and Anthony Mathes.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

BUZZIN' AROUND BOOKS: Students at Murray Elementary
School have been learning about a variety of insects by dramatizing stones such as "Madame Butterfly" (above). They
have also been creating puppets, insect dictionary books and
researching insects using the internet and various Web sites.
Pictured above, from left, are second graders Taylor
McKnight, Dorian Suarez. Harrison Miller and Sarah
Crutcher.

"You get a line, I'll get a pole,
Honey!
You get a line...
Kentucky greetings, W
readers. Please excuse my
but I am PAWSatively excited to
be on tour! Mom, Dad, Chloe
and I are in the Woody Bus, I
mean, Woody Boat, traveling down
the river. "Why a boat'?" you
ask'? Remember when Dad told
me the Woody Bus wouldn't start?
Dad tried everything, but nothing
worked. Chloe and I were afraid
the tour would be canceled, but
Mom reminded us that winners didn't give up. "Woody, how do you
think people traveled before cars?"
Mom asked. "I thought cars had
always been around. I was born
in 1999 and they were around
then." I said. Chloe giggled and
pointed out how granddaddy told
us about walking three miles to
school every day in rain and snow.
Sure, that was fine for granddad.
He was in great shape, but I
couldn't walk the Woody Tour. I
could run fast when chasing butterflies, could even flex my muscles(sniff, sniff), but long distances
were a different story. I was getting worried when Chloe said,
"Hey! The Salt River is just down
the road! We know plenty of fishermen who could help!" I kissed
my sister for saving the day!
Dad unloaded the bus and Mom
instructed us to pack the necessities. "Woody, your GameDOG
is NOT a necessity!" I obeyed
Mom and packed my journal, pencils, Kentucky map and toothbrush.
We hugged our siblings and
headed south on Highway 61 to
the Salt River. It was two miles
from home to the riverbank. While
walking, I made a note to myself
to start exercising more. Two miles
were challenging. The boat was
a super idea, but it would be
tough to make the entire tour by
boat. My thoughts were interrupted when we reached the Salt
River and saw our buddy, Mr.
Sullivan, in his flat-bottom fishing boat. We told him about our
problem with the bus. He was
more than happy to help. "Which

way are you going?" Tough question! Dad explained the Salt River
was 140 miles long. It began near
Danville and ended at the Ohio
River near West Point. West it
was! We buckled our life jackets
and settled in our seats. Mr. Sullivan put the oars in the water
and off we went!
Mr. Sullivan was no stranger
to the Salt River. His great-granddad journeyed up the river to get
to Pitts Point. Once a town in
Bullitt County, Pitts Point was

I asked Mr. Sullivan if we could
turn on the radio. He whispered
the boat didn't have a radio. Fishermen were quiet so they wouldn't scare the fish - and fish there
were. In fact, there are more
than 200 varieties of fish in Kentucky. The state fish is the Kentucky Bass. I was regretting leaving my pole at home when Mr.
Sullivan said we were entering
Fort Knox Military Reservation,
109,000 acres covering 170 miles.
It's part of Bullitt, Hardin and
Meade
Counties.
Hmmm...I
thought Fort Knox was about a
gold vault. He explained Fort
Knox was more than the Bullion
Depository, where a large amount
of the United States' gold reserves
are stored. It was established in
1918 during World War I as a
tritining camp and became a permanent post in 1932. Constantly
changing, Ft. Knox has played a
major role for the Army and Army
Reserve. I was thinking how fortunate we were to have the best
military in the world when Mr.
Sullivan said we had reached West
Point, the end of the Salt River.
At the bank, we hugged Mr.
Sullivan goodbye. I couldn't wait
to sniff around West Point - after
lunch. Mom suggested we sit on
the bank and eat our sack lunch.
The sandwich and dog snacks hit
the spot. I now had the strength
to talk about our tour plans. I
was pulling out my map when
we heard the loudest horn!
I'd better go! It's tough to
write when I can't hear myself
think! Next week, read where we
are and how we arrived. In the
meantime, work and dream like
a Big Dog!

used by people to ship salt produced by Bullitt's Lick. It even
had a college. After the Civil
War, Pitts Point Academy was
known as one of the best schools
in Central Kentucky. Unfortunately. today Pitts Point is a memory.
We were on the water a short
time before I realized how different touring in a boat was. There
were no stoplights, turning lanes,
or signs that said, "West Point 10 miles ahead." We saw beautiful plants and trees, such as elm,
sassafras and even my namesake
This program sponsored by LG&E A
- dogwood.
KU, both eon companies. and KPA.

Don't miss Chapter 3 Tuesday, September 26 For online questions and intemet activities go to www.kypress.com.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Timec

GUEST SPEAKER AT NORTH ELEMENTARY: Franco
Azabze. of Afnca, speaks to a group of third-grade students
recently at Calloway County's North Elementary School
Azabze was shanng insights into the African culture with the
students Pictured at left is Noraa Ransey. teacher

ICE KU. LEfiii4 ER&TimEs
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More where that came from?
BROOKS, UK AIM TO MAKE MORE HISTORY AGAINST GATORS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Last week,
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks used a history lesson to help inspire his team to
victory over Mississippi. This week, the
subject is still history — it's just ancient
history.
Question: When was the last time the
Wildcats beat Florida in Gainesville?
Answer: 1979.
There's more history on the line in
the matchup with the No. 5 Gators. It's
been 29 years since a Kentucky team
started the Southeastern Conference 2-0
or defeated a top 10 team — Penn State
back then. It's been 20 years since the
am beat Florida anywhere.
"You talk about something this team

could hang their moniker on," Brooks
said. 'That could be a significant step
for Kentucky football. This is something
they could remember all their lives. To
do something that hasn't been done in
Kentucky football for a long, long time
— before they were born."
The pep talk seemed to work against
Mississippi. On Saturday, the Wildcats
won their first SEC opener in 19 years
and pushed their record to 2-1 — the
first time in three-plus years under Brooks
that they've been above .500.
But it's one thing to win a home game
against Mississippi, which got pounded
by Missouri the week before. It's quite
another to go on the road to defeat a

perennial powerhouse, which won 49-28
in Lexington last year.
"This is scary knowing what they did
to us last year, but they're a much better football team than they were last year,"
Brooks said.
Big odds, sure. Bigger opportunity, the
players say.
"If you're the team that goes down
there and picks up the upset, man you're
in the Kentucky history books 'tit kingdom come," said Kentucky offensive lineman Michael Aitcheson.
Linebacker Wesley Woodyard says
Brooks' inspirational message heading into
the Florida game is similar to the one
heading into Mississippi.

AP
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks shouts instructions to his
players during the first halt against Mississippi Saturday
in Lexington.

Calloway soccer
squads split with
Mayfield
LADY LAKERS RALLY TO WIN;
LAKERS COME UP SHORT
Staff Report
The Calloway County girls'
soccer team rallied from a 2-0
deficit to top Mayfield 6-2 in
Second District soccer action
Monday night at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex.
The Lady Lakers (5-6) fell
behind on first-half goals by
Alex Brown and Jaclyn McCuiston. But CCHS responded by
getting two goals from Kaitlyn
Smith and a goal and an assist
from Lauren Harlan to a take a
3-2 lead at the halftime break.
Harlan scored again — this
time off a Smith assist — to
put Calloway in front 4-2. Smith
then assisted on a Haley White
goal before scoring her third
goal of the contest off a White
assist to end the scoring.
CCHS won the battle of shots
10-4. Kelsie Greer had one save
for the Lady Lakers, while
Danyelle Day had four for Mayfield (0-10).
The Lady Lakers were scheduled to play at crosstown rival
JIM AVELIS/Tnbune Star Murray High today at 5:30 p.m.
Boys
Murray State linebacker Nathan Williams (23) and an unidentified teammate try to bring down Indiana State tailhome
game
of
will
play
their
first
Ind.
The
Racers
game
at
Terre
Haute,
back Tony West during last Saturday's
the season on Saturday, when they host sixth-ranked Illinois State at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Mayfield 3,
Calloway Co. 1
Brandon Phillips had a goal
for the Lakers, but it wasn't
enough as CCHS fell to the visiting Cardinals in Second District play on Monday at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
Logan Bush put Mayfield in
front with a goal off a Juan
Fabian assist for the only score
of the first half.
Fabian put the Cardinals (45-1) on top 2-0 when he scored
off a Matt Burgess assist. Phillips
was assisted by Jordan Patterson, as the Lacers (4-5) shaved
their deficit to 2-1. But Jose
Pine& effectively put the match
away for Mayfield with a goal
off a Fabian assist.
Despite the loss, Calloway
won the battle of shots 6-5.
Joseph Kelly had two saves for
the Lakers, while Tommy McNutt
recorded five for the visitors.
The Lakers were scheduled
to play at crosstown rival Murray High tonight at approximately 7:30.

RACER TENNIS

McQueen earns OVC's
Holland Memorial award
By MSU Media Relations
Murray
State
Former
, women's tennis player Tami
to continue to do that. I know what they want out of this, McQueen has received the 2006
Memorial
Vernon
Holland
and I want them to get there," he added.
Recovering from last season's disastrous 2-9 campaign has Award, the Ohio Valley Conbeen a tough one for a group of veteran Racers, who suffered ference announced on Monthrough one of the worst seasons in MSU history. And Grif- day.
McQueen was one of two
fin knows one win isn't the cure that will all all of his team's
former OVC student-athletes
difficulties.
"We've gotten a little bit better, and we've naturally cleaned to receive the award. The
up some things," he explained. "But this is going to be an Benoni, South Africa, native
was a member of the MSU
on-going (rebuilding) process. We know that.
"There's still a lot to clean up despite what we did (Sat- squad from 2002 to 2006.
The $2,000 award is given
urday). The kids know that and they understand that. We
annually by the Gaylord Enterwon't change our preparation, win lose or draw.
Still, the Racers' accomplishments against Indiana State were tainment Center in Nashville
notable just because of their recent struggles — particularly to students of an Ohio Valley
Conference institution pursuing
on the offensive side of the ball.
In a pair of losses at Missouri and Ohio Valley Conference graduate degrees in sports management or another athleticsrelated field.

WIN OVER ISU SERVES AS VALIDATION FOR GRIFFIN, PLAYERS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Last Saturday's 59-40 triumph at Indiana State was an
important one for the Murray State Racers for a number of
reasons
Chief among those is the fact that it ended a three-game
MSU losing streak that dated back to last season. It also
marked the first win of the Matt Griffin era at Murray State.
More importantly, however, it served as validation for what
the new Racer head coach and his staff have been preaching
to their players since they stepped on campus last December.
"It's great from a confidence level," said Griffin, who earned
his first victory at Murray State and his first win as a head
coach since defeating the Racers 49-20 as an opposing coach
last November at Tennessee-Martin.
"Certainly, (the win) is a justification of all the things
we've done as a new staff. It's especially important for our
older guys. They've reaped the reward for what they've put
into this. They've put a lot into this thing, and they're going

JAGS SHUT OUT STEELERS,
SPOIL BIG BEN'S RETURN
Fla.
JACKSONVILLE,
(AP) — Ben Roethlisberger
may have been feeling a little tick. He certainly was a
little rusty. He could have
used either one as an excuse.
Instead, he took all the
blame.
Wearing protective padding

around his midsection, Roethlisberger returned to Pittsburgh's lineup Monday night,
barely two weeks after an
emergency appendectomy. The
Jacksonville Jaguars made him
pay for his courage. harassing the quarterback and stopping the defending Super Bowl

champions' nine-game winning streak with a 9-0 victory — the lowest-scoring game
in Monday Night Football history.
"A lot of it was my fault,"
said Roethlisberger, who was
I7-of-32 for 141 yards with
two interceptions. "I told
Coach I'll be OK. When I
get some more practice and
get on the same page with
the receivers, we'll be good."
Pittsburgh couldn't run

either, managing only 20 yards
on Willie Parker's 11 carries.
The Steelers finished with 26
yards rushing — the lowest
in Bill Cowher's 15-year
tenure.
"If you come in here with
the mind-set of running the
ball on us, you may want to
rethink that philosophy," Jags
defensive end Paul Spicer said.
"It ain't going to be that
easy."

McQueen graduated summa
cum laude in December 2005,
with an undergraduate degree
in advertising from Murray
State. She is currently pursuing a master's degree in journalism and mass communications at MSU and expects to
complete that degree this
December.
During her collegiate tennis career. McQueen won 50
singles matches and 34 doubles matches. She was select-,
ed to the Intercollegiate Tennis Association All-Academic
team four times and the OVC
Commissioner's Honor Roll
four times. McQueen also
earned a spot on the Murray
State Dean's List in each of

AP
Jacksonville running back Fred Taylor, right, drags along
Pittsburgh defender Clark Haggans, left, during the third
quarter Monday in Jacksonville, Fla.
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rival Tennessee State to begin
the season, Murray (I-2) had
managed just 22 combined
points and struggled to put
together any offensive rhythm.
Last weekend, though, the
Racers exploded for 514 yards
and seven touchdowns against
the lowly Sycamores, who now
own the nation's longest losing streak with 20 straight
defeats. Two MSU tailbacks
gained over 100 yards rushing,
led by senior Chad Cook's 223
yards and three scores on 25
carries.
After a shaky outing in his
first collegiate start at TSU,
redshirt freshman quarterback
Zach Barnard rebounded to complete 12-of-18 pass attempts for
139 yards and three touchdown
tosses. The offensive line also
played well, allowing zero sacks
while helping Murray compile
335 yards on the ground.
"Ball control. That's something we talk about all the
time," noted Griffin, "We had
the ball 36 minutes. We had
the opportunity to have it over
40, which I would have liked
to have seen. To run the ball
effectively, that certainly opens
up the play-action pass and
contributes to that ball control."
The Racer defense also did
its part to contribute to the
onslaught, forcing five 1SU
turnovers(three fumbles and two
interceptions). One of those
turnovers was converted into
MSU points, when defehsive
back Derrick Parrott scooped
up a Sycamore fumble and
returned it 25 yards for a touchdown late in the fourth quarter.
Parrott - who also blocked
an ISU extra-point attempt,
recorded two pass breakups and
had nine tackles on the afternoon - was awarded OVC
Defensive Player of the Week
honors for his efforts.
The defensive effort wasn't
all good, however, as the Racer
unit allowed over 600 yards in
total offense to the Sycamores,
who trailed 52-26 with as little as three minutes to go in
the game before scoring two
touchdowns in the final 2:40.
"It's good to score some
points, but in typical coaching
fashion we're not happy about
giving up 40, either. Certainly,
we're concerned about that,"
Griffin said.
The Racers will have to
show improvement this weekend, when they open their home
schedule against a powerful Illinois State squad that is currently ranked sixth in at least
one Division I-AA poll.
The Redbirds (2-1). coached
by former MSU head coach
Denver Johnson, narrowly
missed upsetting Division I-A
Kansas State (24-23) in their
opener before posting back-toback wins over Central Arkansas
(18-3) and OVC member Eastern Illinois (44-30).
After playing their first three
games on the road. Griffin said
the Racers are happy to be
back within the friendly confines of Roy Stewart Stadium.
"It will be great, to be honest. I'm sick of getting on the
bus every Friday. I've had
enough of that." said Griffin.
"It will be as different as it
was the first road game. I don't
know where we're eating for
the pre-game meal. Everything's
going to be new to the staff
and the players. But we're looking forward to it."
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Oaks wins'06 Dunn Cup

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
KFIlmurray.corn
e-mail: vtuart_olesonder.kylbins.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
York
New
91 58.611
77 73 51314 1/2
Philadelphia
Floods
74 76 493 171/2
Atlanta
73 77 48718 1/2
Washington
65 85 43326 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis
79 69 534
Cincinnati
73 77 487
7
Houston
72 77 483 71/2
Milwaukee
68 82 453
12
Pittsburgh
63 87 420
17
Chicago
62 89 41118 1/2
West Division
W
LPct GB
79 71 527
San Diego
78 71 523 1/2
Los Angeles
74 75 497 4 112
San Francisco
71
Anzona
78 477 71/2
Colorado
70 80 467
9

Oaks Country Club team winners pictured with the Dunn Cup trophy include Buzz
Paul, Jay Connell, Todd Contri, Jesse Rooker, Jerry Parker, Darren Hooper, Johnny Hutching, Terry Butler (captain), Jimmy Dan Hicks, Mark Waldrop and Josh
Burks. Scott Tucker is not pictured.
Staff Report
Oaks Country Club claimed the Dunn Cup
trophy for the second time in the match's
six-year existence after last weekend's competition at Oaks Country Club.
Prior to this year's match, Murray Country Club had held the cup in four out of the
last five years. This year's event was scheduled to be played at Murray Country Club,
but it was moved to Oaks due to course conditions.
The Dunn Cup was played in a matchplay format with six alternate shot matches
on Saturday and 12 singles matches on Sunday. Oaks won the competition with II points,
while Murray finished with 7.
Winners in the alternate shot format included the teams of Darren Hooper and Josh
Burks, Mark Waldrop and Steve Simmons,Jesse

Rooker and Buzz Paul and Jay Connell and
Scott Tucker of Oaks. The winning Murray
teams included Tony Thomas and Howie Crittenden and Brad Clendenen and Seid Hassem.
In the singles matchups, Johnny Hutching
of Oaks defeated Steve Farmer of Murray.
Rooker topped Crittenden, Clendenen defeated Paul. Jerry Parker of Oaks downed Brian
Epperson of Murray, Steve Simmons of Oaks
won over Murray's Johnny Quertermous, Waldrop won over Hassem, Howard Boone of
Murray topped Jimmy Dan Hicks of Oaks,
Tucker claimed a win over Jason Howell of
Murray, Burks defeated Tony Thomas of Murray, Tommy Fike of Murray won over Todd
Contri of Oaks. Hooper defeated Raz Villanova of Murray and Connell of Oaks earned
a win over Murray's Mike Holton.

Monday's Games
Atlanta 6. Washington 1
Chicago Cubs 11. Philadelphia 6
N V Mets 4. Florida 0
Houston 5. Cincinnati 3
Milwaukee 4, Si Louis 3
Colorado 20, San Francisco 8
LA Dodgers 11. San Diego 10 10
Innings
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (James 10-31 at Washington
(Perez 0-0). 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Wier 0-1) at
Philadelphia (Moyer 8-14), 6:05 pm
Florida (Olsen 12-8) at N Y Mets
(Glavine 13-6), 6,10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 13-11) at Houston
(Pettitte 13-13), 705 p.m.
St Louis (Marquis 14-5) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 5-6), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Can 13-9) at Colorado
(Jennings 8-12). 735 p.m
Arizona (L.Hernandez 12-12) at San
Diego (Hensley 9-11), 905 p.m
Pittsburgh (Snell 13-10) at L.A.
Dodgers (Kuo 1-4), 9:10 p.m.

Josh Scobee lucked three
field goals for the Jaguars (20), who improved to 4-0 against
the Steelers in September and
From Page 1B
3-0 against them on Monday
her eight semesters as a stu- night.
The Steelers (1-1) kept it
dent.
She was also named as a close and got the ball back
United States Achievement with about five minutes to
Academy Collegiate All- play, down 6-0. But Rashean
American Mathis intercepted RoethlisScholar featijOlompli-elplit pass arid returned
2005
and It into field goal range.
Scobee kicked his third field
2006
In 2004, goal. a 42-yarder with 4:26
McQueen left. He had a 31 -yarder late
received the in the third and a 32-yarder
OVC Medal earlier in the fourth, and that's
of Honor, all Jacksonville needed.
"We moved the ball well,
is
McQueen wgihviecnh annu- but we did a bad job of scorally to the ing points," quarterback Byron
student-athlete who achieves Leftwich said. "To move to
the highest grade-point aver- the next level, we've got to
age in a conference-spon- have more than nine points.
But, we played a tough team,
sored sport.
McQueen posted a 3.95 man, the Super Bowl champs."
Mathis picked off another
undergraduate grade-pointone with 1:44 remaining, sendaverage on a 4.00 scale.
The award is named in ing Roethlisberger walking
memory of Vernon Holland, slowly to the bench. Mathis
a dedicated and well-respect- also sealed last year's victoed GEC employee and for- ry at Pittsburgh, intercepting
mer Tennessee State football a pass in overtime and returnstudent-athlete.
Recipients ing it 41 yards.
The shutout was Jackmust possess a minimum 3.0
GPA and exhibit outstanding sonville's first since Decemperformance and leadership ber 2003 against Houston. It
also was the fifth time the
qualities.
"I would like to express defending Super Bowl chammy 'sincere gratitude toward pions have been shut out; the
the Ohio Valley Conference 1980 Steelers were blanked
for affording me an oppor- once, and the 1981 Raiders
tunity to represent Murray were shut out three times.
"That's definitely one of
State University for an accolade of such honor and the best defensive performancstature," McQueen said. "The es that I've seen since I've
Vernon Holland Memorial been here," Jags running back
Award epitomizes the scholas- Fred Taylor said.
Roethlisberger might agree.
tic honor that is representative of the Ohio Valley Con- He threw his hands up in frusference member institutions, tration after his first intercepand I am honored to be select- tion, then walked off the field
ed among the nominees that with his hands on his side
exhibit the standards set following his next possession.
whert he took a jolting shot
forth."
McQueen is currently a to his midsection after throwgraduate assistant with MSU's ing a pass.
He was sacked twice and
McNair Scholars Program.
She is also a project man- knocked down several more
ager for Theatre Arts Enter- times.
Cowher might be questioned
prises Marketing Consultants.
for sending Roethlisberger out
against Jacksonville's aggressive defense-especially after
11 Chair seat passes for the
his star quarterback woke up
Calloway County High School
feeling sick Sunday and had
basketball' season are now availa fever earlier Monday - but
able for purchase Persons who
he wanted to get him ready
had chair seats last season and
for next week's game against
wish to keep the same seats for
division rival Cincinnati.
2006-07 should contact CCHS
"I forgot how this feeling
athletics director Bill Cowan by
is,"
Roethlisberger said of losSept 25 After that date, those
ing for the first time since
seats will be sold on a first-come
Dec. 4, 2005. "It's not a fun
basis Chair seat nght holders
feeling."
may also purchase the* season
The Jaguars spent the clospasses at this time.
ing minutes celebrating their
COFIRECTION
• An article in last week's
first Monday night win since
paper about the Dunn Cup golf
2001. improving to 7-2 in the
tournament incorrectly listed
league's most coveted time slot.
Terry Butler as the general manIt marked a new low for scorager of Oaks Country Club.
ing on a Monday night, how-

Sims claims first victory •McQueen
on Minor League Tour
MURRAY NATIVE WINS WITH
BIRDIE ON FIRST PLAYOFF HOLE
Staff Report
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Fla. - Todd Sims of Murray
birdied the first playoff hole
Monday on the Estate course
at PGA National to earn his
first victory on the Minor
League Golf Tour.
Sims outdistanced four other

players who matched three
under par 69s. He hit a wedge
to the green to within 2 feet.
After the others missed their
birdie putts. Sims tapped in a
2-footer for the win. He earned
$450 from the $2,170 purse.
The 59th tournament of the
year and 152 in three seasons
drew 31 starters.

PREP GOLF

Laker linksters get
by Murray, Hickman
CCHS WINS ON

COURSE LAST WEEK

Staff Report
Calloway County won a trimatch with Murray High and
Hickman County during prep
golf action last Thursday at
Oaks Country Club.
The Lakers claimed the
match with a team score of
164. Murray finished second
with a 177, while Hickman
was third with a 180.
Calloway's
Matt
Irby
claimed medalist honors with
a 39. Matt McReynolds and
Brock Simmons each carded a

40. Josh Miller followed with
a 45.
Murray,
For
Alex
Wellinghurst and Jordan Smith
each had a 42 to lead the way.
James Campbell recorded a 45
and Keaton Tate had a 48.
In girls' action, Murray's
Katrina Olson led all local
linksters with a 49. Teammate
Christina Veach followed with
a 57.
For Calloway, Katie Tindell
notched a 51, Safiah Hasson
carded a 56. Courtney Swift a
58 and Ricky Lee Orr a 68.
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American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Voris
91 59 607
New
Boston
81 69 540
10
79 71 527
Toronto
12
Baltimore
65 85 433
26
57 93 380
Tampa Bay
34
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
90 60 600
Detroit
Minnesota
88 61 591 1 1/2
Chicago
84 66 560
6
70 79 47019 1/2
Cleveland
Kansas City
58 92 387
32
West Division
L PLI GB
W
Oakland
86 63.577
Los Angeles
80 70.533 6 1/2
767 74.510
Texas
10
71
Seattle
79 47315 1/2

Monday's Games
N Y Yankees 7 Toronto 6
Baltimore 4, Tampa Bay 1
Texas 8, Seattle 1
Detroit 8, Chicago White Sox 2
Cleveland 7. Oakland 2
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota (Garza 1-5) at Boston
(Wakefield 7-9), 605 p.m.
NY Yankees (Karslens 1-1) at Toronto
(Marcum 2-4), 607 p m
Battimore (Loewen 5-5) at Tampa Bay
(Corcoran 4-8), 6:15 p.m
Seattle (Washburn 8-14) at Texas
(Voiquez 1-5), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Veriander 16-8) at Chicago
White Sox (Garcia 14-9). 7.05 pm
LA. Angels (Saunders 5-3) at Kansas
City (De La Rosa 3-2), 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Lee 12-10) at Oakland
(Saarloos 7-7). 905 p.m

•Jags
From Page 1B
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ever, dipping below the San
Francisco 49ers' 7-3 win over
the New York Giants in 1990.
The Jaguars had plenty of
bright--Npots, anyway.
Leftwich completed 26 of
39 passes for 260 yards. Taylor, whose best game came
against the Steelers in 2000,
ran 22 times for 92 yards and
caught three pasSSs for 29
yards.

National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
New England
2 0 01000
Buffalo
1
1 0 .500
N.Y Jets
1
1 0 500
Miami
0 2 0 000
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapolis
2 0 0 1 000
Jacksonville
2 0 0 1.000
Houston
0 2 0 .000
Tennessee
0 2 0 .000
North
W L T Pct
Cincinnati
2 0 0 1 000
Baltimore
2 0 01.000
1
1 0 .503
Pltsburgh
Cleveland
0 2 0 000
West
W
L T Pct
San Diego
2 0 0 1 000
Denver
1
1 0 .500
Kansas City
0 2 0 .000
Oakland
0 2 0 000
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
N.Y Giants
1
1 0 500
Dallas
1
1 0 500
Philadelphia
I
I 0 500
Washington
0 2 0 000
South
W
L T PM
Manta
2 0 01.000
New Orleans
2 0 01.000
Carolina
0 2 0 .000
Tamps Bey
0 2 0 .000
North
W
L T Pct
Chicago
2 0 01.000
Minnesota
2 0 01.000
Detroit
0 2 0 000
Green Bay
0 2 0 .000
West
W I T Pet
Seattle
2 0 01000
1
Athlone
1 0 500
San Francisco
1
1 0 500
St. LOUIS
1
1 0 .500

Monday's Gams
Jacksonville 9, PNtsburph 0
Sunday, Sept. 24
Chicago at Minnesota, Noon
Green Bay at Detroit. Noon
TamMISMI M Marta Noon
N.Y. Jab st Bulimic. Noon
Weehlrosten at Houston. Noon
cincenner it Pilteburson, Noon
Jed1•111Wee it lediewepolis. Noon
Calcite it loupe Bay, Noon
Bellmore al Clevelend, 3:05 p.m
N.Y. Okada at Sea*,3:15 p.m.
St Louis et Arizona. 3.15 p.m.
Phledelphle al San Francisco°, 3 15
p.m.
Denver at New England. 715p m
Opent Koreas City. Oakland, Sen
Diego, Was
Mende% $ept 25
Allenla at,'ew Odors. 710 p m
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TV, radio
Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m_
ESPN - Cinconnalt at Hottsto
7 p.m.
ESPN - Detroit at Chicago VVhae So:
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Murray Ledger A Timm Fair Hewing Ad Notice
All real estate wivertbed herein n subject to the Federal Fair
Housms Act which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, Limitation or thscrimination based un race color, rehf,k3n. SCX. hands.ap, familial status or national origin, or
intention to make ant such preferences, knutatiom or dis.
crumnation
Stabs laws forbid libauninabon In the hale, rental of suer
beigefseel estate hasesi m tmtury in addition to1±101* protected under federal law
We wit knowing's accept any advertising tor real estate
which e, not or ',Amain or the 1.1%. All persons are herein,
U Med that all dwellings advertised are mailable on an
equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements,
contact NAA Cownel Rene I' Milani,
r73[648-1000
llama. MOON.*

0111
110
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040
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110
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300
220
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300
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Public Side
Land For RIM or Loss.
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436
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lake Property
late For Sale
Lots For Mesa
Farms For Sets
Acreage
Homes For Sole
likeurcyciseS STY.
Auto Parte
Spon Unlity venicies
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco Supplies

$11.25 Caw= Jack.01% Disosent 2ad Run,
40% Disossald Rua
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
23.35 • r column inch extra for Monda
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$8.2.5 First Day -20 words IR Sees
Over zp words 454 each
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laoo extra for Mind box ads.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 2000-1424
An ordinance enacting and adopting a supplement to
the Code of Ordinances of the City of Murray.
Kentucky
▪ H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

dh.

;an
ter

)11
Of

of
ty'ne

It is with a grateful heart that we wish
to acknowledge the kindness shown to us
during the death ofJeanine Dempsey,. We
were comforted during this difficult time
by the prayers, visits, cards and food
offered by our many friends and family.
Special thanks goes to the staff of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
especially Ambulance and Emergency
Departments; Dr Richard Crouch and
staff; Kenny Imes & John Imes and staff
at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral
Home; and Rev. Ricky Cunningham and
the Hardin Baptist Church congregation.
The presence of the Paducah Hog
Chapter of Motorcycles and the Murray
riders would have made Jeanine very
proud as they shared their love of riding.
During a time like this we realize how
much our friends mean to us. Your kind
expression of sympathy will always be
remembered.
The Dempsey Family

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
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Clothing

1-800-928-7233

An ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City of
Murray. Kentucky for the year 2006 upon all property in the City of Murray as shown by the Calloway
County Assessment as of January 1,2006

3

3
3

gm,

Ws H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest'
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2003-1420
An ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City of
Murray, Kentucky for the year 2007 upon all motor
vehicles and watercraft in the City of Murray,
Kentucky.
a/a H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest
s/s Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

LOCALLY grown shi
itake mushrooms to
sale. 762-0265

PHOTOCK \

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Help Waft/

Attest
Ws Harts McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

*Childcare

*Tools

MISSING.Last seen
near Independence
Church Road in Old
Almo area. Sable/white
Sheltie (Miniature
Collie). Family pet.
753-8778, 293-7183,
293-4037
$200 Reward.
REWARD: $500 cash,
no questions asked.
LOST: 12-Year old bug
male chocolate lab,
disappeared 8/06
around 5:30p.m..
Beach Rd. Kirksey
area, wearing orange
collar w/I.D. tags.
489-2950, 293-8578,
293-8579
060
Help Wanted
ACCEPTING applications for all positions.
Apply at Rudy's
Restaurant. Must have
references & experience a must. Apply in
person. No phone
calls.

(

\l kI

\ I \ I I‘ I

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2006-1423
An ordinance amending Chapter 30 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances as it pertains to meeting
times during the November and December
it iMli,
•

,It 4 .110101.\ 4;.114 If iti,
1 1C,i1

I or confidential personal iiiIerk. call
293-9498 tt)dit howern 101011\1-.5:30P I.

tfir
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PART time office work.
Resumes only to 108
North 12th Street,
Murray.

090
060

060

060

lielp Witted

Help Wanted
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for RN's and LPN's for
a full-time position.
Must be able to work
days. afternoons and
alternating weekends.
We offer an excellent
benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE No phone
calls please.
PART hme Drug
Technician needed 3-4
days per week. No
experience necessary.
Training will be provided. Retirees encouraged to apply. Call
(270)566-4939
between Barn -8pm

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for C.N.A.'s and qualified applicants for
nursing assistant training.
We offer an excellent
benefit package for
full-time employees.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE No phone
calls please.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.

BRANDON WOWORLD
We are growing & we need salespeople to help take us into the
future. If you are ready to start a
career, please let us know.
BENEFITS: Please apply in person at 1300 N.
121 Bypass, ask for Chris.
• Medical Ins.
EOE
• Paid Vacation
YOU NEED:
• Training Pay
• Positive Attitude
• Unlimited Income • People Skills
• Bonus Programs
• Good Dnving Record
brandosautoworkLcom • Drug Free

COMPUTER
Operator/Data
Specialist for a growing small business.
Utilize specialized software to manipulate
database files and
process computer
jobs. Experience with
Databases &
Spreadsheets
required. Salary plus
benefits. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 North
12th St., Suite G,
Murray, KY 42071.

Drive in Style!
All new/recent
model trucks.
Home most
weekends.
Requirements: 1
year OTR, good
record & Hazmat
endorsement.

800-328-265

KIDZTOWN Academy
is now accepting
infants! Openings
available 6 weeks to
preschool! Call
761-5439 today!
NOAH'S Ark Child
Development Center is
now accepting enrollment for children ages
6 wks-13 yrs. We specialize in care for 2nd
shift
as
well as
Saturdays. We also
offer age appropriate
curriculum as well as
staffs that are participating in the CDA program. For more information, please come
by or call 767-0791.

GATEWAY computer
for sale. Pentium 1.5
processor, 160 HD, 1
GB RAM, 15 LCD
monitor. $250 OBO
767-9501

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starr, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions,
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
OFFICE desk, washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. items. 753-4109
OVERSIZED CC
Steepleton slate top
pool table. New felt
cover. Asking $1,000
Call 270-705-9692
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidweli

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Landscapes,Inc.

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

HOUSE
cleaning.
Linda 759-9553

FARM Industrial Diesel
Mechanic. Pay
depends on experience. Send resume
with references to
1870 North Market St.
Paris, TN 38242

JASMINE Thai restaurant Olympic plaza
now hiring servers and
dishwashers. Apply
between 2-4. Must be
available weekends.
No phone calls.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

tkwasstic &Childs:we
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

Send resume to:

H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest
aim Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk

Summary prepared byWarren Hopkins, City Attorney

or phone 847-353-6150.

Restaurant Management
Management
PO Box 9225
Paducah, KY 42002-9225

PART time help with
window tint.
Expenence, references
required. Please call
270-761-2886

QUIZNOS is looking
for part-time employees for the daytime
shift. Call 753-8880.

andrew_loy@vvestlakefg.com

HIRING

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2006-1422
An ordinance amending Chapter 93 Health and
Sanitation, Section 9332. as it pertains to the
removal of weeds, greases, and other harmful vegetation by the Street Department and fee, for the same

Attemt
Ws Harts McClure
Harla McClure. City Clerk

Interested parties should contact

CALL TODAY!

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor

employee Healthcare insurance/benefits.

&Vision

Full time (10PM-6AM) nurse/medicine aid. Prefeited CNA, but will
train. Pleasant working conditions, if
you are a "night owl' who enjoys
working with the elderly. Apply in
person at 1505 Stadium View. EOE

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2006-1421
An ordinance amending Chapter 40, Code
Enforcement, Section 40.39, of the City of Murray
Code of Ordinances to add penalties for noise control.
as H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor

is currently accepting bids for

at

060

3
3

Murray Calloway County Hospital

Westlake Financial Group, Inc.

Call 753-1916
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2006-1419

HOSPITAL

Andrew Loy with

I

1

You may be eligible for
cash assistance and/of
specialized semces.

300 Hammond Drive
Hopkinsville, KY 42240 *Utilities

Lynn's Studio
Wedding - Senior
..,,tage and Fun Photos
Restorations
753-1001

gone.

COUNTY

Katrina Survivors

•Housing

r
r
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At two his
hair was curly
& blonde,

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

Now hiring
smiling faces!
Managers & Crew
members. Full and
part time shifts
available. Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 21)M4FM.
EOE

18' 2 5/16" bumper pull
trailer with ramps, new
tires, 2-5200 lbs axles,
$1.900. 6x10' single
axle enclosed 7
bumper pull trailer,
side door, ramp rear
door 8- 16.5 wheels &
tires, $25.00 ea Big
sign post 26'x24" with
platform, $500 Call
(270)293-5519 or
498-8950 evenings.

Landscape division has full
time opening. Must have
landscape isstallation em &
safe drivieg history. Good
pay & benefits evadable
Appll in person M-F R-12"1

PART time medica
records clerk needed
for busy physicians'
office. Flexible hours.
Computer knowledge a
plus. Send resume with
references to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
REAL Estate Licensing
Classes enrolling.
Hopkinsville or
Paducah. Payment
plan (270)223-0789
deloiseadams0yahoo
ohm

753-9075
(270)227-2193

140
Want to Buy
Large Selection

BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12M,
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners, baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
160
noon FundshInge
ANTIQUE sleigh bed
with new mattress,
square cherry occassional table; mauve
table lamp. 753-3293
COMPLETE King-size
Bedroom suite
5.575.00. 753-3970

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
TOP prices paid for
standing timber
270-345-2438
USED grain truck.
Single axle. 753-5726
150

Artldss
For Ws
EARLY 1970's model
Pepsi machine $50.00
435-4098 293-5381
LIKE new motorized
chair. Jet 7, 2 years
old, used less than
3hrs. $1,700 060.
Local 270-227-1307
Leave message

HANDMADE solid oak
china cabinet. $225.
293-2042
SOLID Cherry Oak
one-piece Television
Armoire, detailed trim,
holds 37-inch television; lower section two
door cabinet with
shelving. Used for one
year, excellent condition. Paid $1,700, asking $850. Serious
inquiries only. Contact
Necks (270)871-7536
SOLID mahogany
china cabinet Glass
front. 2 doors. 4 draw
ern. $400 060
753-6985

...,._..._,____._.---..-......_„--.,_-._.-.___-_..

GOIN _ GONE=
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs =GOIN- _
r
Apartments
, AIIIMOI-L/ICIE AL/401rIOW ..]
oh—
I 505 Diuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
ki.,epting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

smisent
DUMP trailer. 1992
CMC, aluminum,
frameless, 28', 102'
wide, good condition,
$12,000.
731-498-6449
Musical
4 used spinet pianos
See at CSH Music in
KY
Paducah,
(270)217-2409
Mobile Horns Lots For Silo
COMPLETELY set up
2 acre $10,500
753-6012
Moak Hams For Sals
2000 Waverlee 16x80
vinyl siding, 3BR, 2BA,
extremely
nice
(270)489-2525
2BR 2BA, 11 acres, 3
stall barn 24x30 1 car
garage with shop.
$52,000.
492-8500,
293-8156
WOW!! 3 Bedroom 2
Bath with fireplace only
$25,995!! Land available!! Call
731-584-9430
4 BEDROOM 2 BATH
vinyl/shingle
Singlewide only
' $26.9990 Call now!!
731-584-9429
AWESOME!!3
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Doublewide only
$39,995!! Call now!!
731-584-9109.
EXCELLENT
rental
property or starter
home. 28R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$11,900. 753-6012
Moses For Rent
2 or 3 bedrooms 2
baths, kitchen, living
room, all electric.
2 or 3 bedrooms 1
large bath. Appliances
furnished for both.
489-2116
SMALL 2BR 8rni.
north, $235 plus
deposit. No pets.
753-8582, 227-1935

-

I

lleassab For kat

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NEWLY
remodeled
inside & out. New paint,
new carpet, new heat &
air. 415 S. 10th. $425.
759-4696, 293-3710
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

2 Bed FORCLOSURE!
Buy for only $8,710!
For listings Call
800-429-7008
Ext-S021
2, 3, & 4 bedroom.
Lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
28R, IBA,5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
5475/mo. 759-4826

Apartments For RIM
1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available Please call
753-8221
Hillwood
1419-B
. Available October 1
, 293-8462
. 1BR, 411-1/2 S 8th St
„ $265/mo + security.
474-2520
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts starting at
$275 Coleman RE
• 759-4118
• 2BR IBA 041 Diuguid
Great location
Dr
. Deposit and references. please
293-8462
2BR duplex Central
H/A, carport. 18021/2A Monroe Ave 12
mo lease $425 plus
deposit No pets
753-8002
4EIR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days Coleman RE
753-9896
STORY AVE
Condominiums. All
appliances. 757-9948

.t.
,-; •.

NICE 3BR IBA, 2BR
1.5BA. Appliances furnished. No pets. Lease
& references required.
270-753-7522
SMALL 2BR 1 bath
Shores
Panorama
$295 plus deposit
978-0742

A& F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units evadable
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
iE
Corl F
wawical
Il Pros. For Rent
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606

8111
••
• F-1
97 Ford F-250 Del•
•'94 Chevy Pickup•'92 Ford F-1 50 Extends Cab,4x4•'78 Chevy 3/4
Ton Vacuum Truck •'85 Chevy Blazer 2 Door, V-8,41
Complete Skidlitmaimist Pay Of

JAMES Ft_ CASH
R
IC

71.5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER I
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
RC I
I _j
THE SELLING MACHINE-

Leaden: Henry Mansfield Road; Henry,TN
Directima: From Paris er Marazie take Highway
79 I. Remy Mansfield Reid. Urn irate Hoary
SWAMI Reed & homed Approximstely 5 Miles
to Sale at i Right & Left. RAIN OR SHINE!
Thursday,September 21 • 4PM
l+/- Mile of Highway Road Frontage - Young
Timberland infested with Deer Si Turkey with
NUMMUS Food Plot Areas & Recreation Trails
Throughout Excellent Opportunity for development
only Minutes from Downtown Pans, TN and Only 5 +/Miles off 4 LAW Hwy 79 Very Private SE Wildlife
Abundant NUMCIOUS Good Building Sites or Would
Make Excellent Mini Farms
• New Owner %al Control 2096 Hunting Rights
• To be offered tracb and AS a whole
'NO BUYERS PREMIUM'
Auctioneers Note Don't Miss an Opponunity to Purchase
Land at Public Auction where you set the Price
TERMS: 20% Down Day of Sale in Cash or Good Check
with the Balance Due on or Before October I 2tiL Seller will
pay for deed only 2906 Taxes Prorated, Tale Opinion
Available day of Sale. All Announcements Day of Sale Take
Precedence Over All Advertised Media.

IDGELy
ILJ Cirll0NI

SC Ft

2004 Tracker Pro 185
18-1/2', 90HP, $11,000
firm. Call 623-8929 or
227-3337
AKC Registered
Golden Retriever puppies. Excellent bloodline, $250. 395-8396,
205-0562
AKC Shih-Tzu Unique
colors $250 males
$300 females.
731-642-5151,
731-336-1494
BOSTON Terriers, 6
9/29.
weeks
old
Registered.
Males:
$375, Females: $425.
Call M-Th 11AM-3PM,
anytime
weekends
759-4776.
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
ROBERTS Petsitting
(270)436-2269

TENNESSEE Walking
Horse. 13 y.o. mare.
No papers. 14.2 hands,
shown 4H and Saddle
Clubs. Great kid horse,
$1,200. 270-293-6091

Real Eaton
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination, This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

DUPLEX for sale. 1492
94 West. 38R, $85,000
OBO.(270)978-1221
Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what it's worth"
(270)759-4218

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
restrooms.
GIG/H,
parking,
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N.
4th St. compass
759-3772.

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125.000. See listing
127720 at
vn•nv.altthelistings corn
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Ca us we be
glad to help

KY Lake Barkley, 2.9
acres only $129,900.
220 ft dockable shoreline. Ideal location
offering pnvacy in a
desirable setting. Big
Shade trees, west facing to lake. Surveyed
with a new county
maintained rd, water,
electric & protective
CC&R's. Build a legacy of family memories
on the lake where
water, woods & nature
blend together. Call to
arrange a pnvate
showing
(270)350-6816
Loa For SIM
MISTY Meadows
Subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club.
Lot #30, .61 acres.
$20,000. Lot #31, .67
acres, $23,000. Buy
both for $40,000.
Water distnct, natural
gas. 227-5759
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

1 to 300 acres. Wes
Calloway. 489-2116
leave message.
REDUCED! 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $210k 753-9212,
753-3992

26.5 acres hardwoods
lake area. Good build
ing site. Great hunting
Near New Concord
$1,600 per acre.
293-7872
Coles
acres8
Campground area, City
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781

3500 6000 an acre
Approx. 12 miles N.W.
of Murray.
-

HOME 489-2450
CELL 293-3085

For Ws
1415 Vine. Appliances
wall
2BR, electric
heaters, Priced a
$65,000.
270-519-2699
2BR brick on large lot
near hospital
Everything new
Bargain at $92,500
753-2041
38R 28A brick ranch,
garage. pool. 3.66
acres (2+ fenced), barn
w/ lean-to, $185,900.
270-293-2132
641 access is convenient Immaculate country property. Beautiful.
open plan. Screened
porch. Walk-out basement. Large workshop.
5 acres +/- per deed.
Short drive to Lakes,
Means Gail Parker,
Grey's Properties, LLC.
(270)293-7653(SOLD)
1\1\11 l)f fl
I NI I II I
I

Murray LIKI918

TN

270-753-1916_

( all 7h I --1;:is
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READY to Move
4BR 3BA, large heated
garage, north of Murray
in Candlelite Estates.
Many upgrades with
extra storage. Pool &
attractive landscaping.
Must see inside.
759-9848
WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living,
3 bedroom, 2 baths,
paved streets & concrete drives, 8 minutes
from Murray, no city
taxes, Landon Hills
Subdivision $105,000
$115,000 w/garage.
210-3781 or 559-2032
470
Motorcycle & ATV's
2000 Yamaha Breeze
125 cc. Automatic, new
battery, in great condition. daughter has out
grown. $1,850.
759-3446 •

V

UMIty Vehicles

2004 Chevy Tahoe,
18,000 miles, loaded,
factory warranty.
753-7185
2000 Ford Expedition.
93,000 miles, 2 wheel
drive, TV/DVD,
$10,200 0630.
762-0540

$500 police impounds!
Cars from $500! For
listings Call 800-7494260 ext. N526
'06 Volvo S40. Like
new, loaded, 14,000
miles, black.
859-338-5165
Mitsubishi
2001
Galant. 112,000 miles,
power windows &
locks, cruise. 4-cylinder. $3,900. 804-0436
LS.
Lincoln
2000
Sports package, black,
like new, $13,500
489-2538 Of 293-0480
1996 Toyota Camry,
sun-roof, good tires &
newly tuned up. Great
gas mileage & AC,
158,000 miles $3,000
753-5983
1989 Olds 96 Regency
sedan 4-d touring,
90,000 miles. air, psteenng, p-brakes, pwindows, p-doorlocks.
AM/FM stereo cassette, leather, gray
inside/outside, excellent condition. $4,500.
753-5335

EEL.,
TRUCKS for sale:
71 Ford F100, $2,500.
72 Ford F100. $300.
74 Ford F100, $800.
Call 270-293-2293
2005 GMC Sierra Z71
ext
cab 5.3 liter
engine, 4x4. Loaded.
35.500 miles Call after
5PM 4,36-2794 or
293-0496
2002 Ford F-150 XLT
supercab 2 WD,power
everything, red, nice
truck $8,900 0E10
293-5829
1989 Ford Ranger 4x4.
$1,500. 761-3617 after
5PM

A

1:1-1614

4804
Darrell midgely
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker - 45437
4930 Terry Road • Cedar Grove, Tennessee 38321
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
731-987-2847 or 731-694-4213

........... w—jaw arairw MID INICWAIC MR UM BM — 413C404 MI

TRIPLEX for sale,
great income, serious
inquiries only. Call and
leave message at
270-753-3966

*Ail Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

am. ale t

Fleshly Remodeled Nees 3 Bedroom - 2 Bath Brick Ranch Sty!. MOms
New Carpet ,T1le And Hardwood • New Energy Efficiency Hest Paw* Rscsi* Root
Formal Uving Room • Open Kitchen •Swill
ng •DariM Rrsplace
Sim Down Family Entertainment Room •Pitthes And NM Mit,Tress
Plus A 15x26 Masonry Ugly Building
Purchase Terms:15%s Down With Minimum
Deposit Of $3,000.00 Per Tract Balance 30 Days

APPROXIMATELY
1,500 sq. ft. brick
office building.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. (Dr. Scott
Foster's office).
753-2225 Of 759-1509

IMIGF4
MINI-STORAGE

iv I N es 4 •4

AAA ••

BEAUTIFUL 48R 2
bath home next to
per
MSU. $1,150
month. 1 year tease.
Pleases call Gail
753-1011

Storage Ronan
2,822 sq.ft. office o
etail 1306 N. 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Seetierellsey, SeerelL 2:31ex1,, "It 110:00
1300 Colonial Rd, Near Murray, Kentucky
From Murray Take 1-Nity 641 N To The New Hwy 804 Lane, Proceed NE 3 Wes To Van
Clew Rd, Turn RigN,Proceed 3/10 Mile To Colonial Rd, Turn Left And Proceed 1/10
Mie Or Take Hwy IS East 1.5 Miles To Van Cleve, Turn Let And Proceed NE 2 Miles
Iftery Altera 9 Itattroceess Riettelt Ofteavw
A Groat Location Situaterd On 1.10 Await
Plus An Additional 1.12 Aare" Lot
losortsltaeoo Tito Noma a Lot Or Both Lots
A Total Of 2.22 Acresel The Rayburn Property"'

ICTION

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.
Mitt I MKS
PkI\
For
your painting needs
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-6034• 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
teanng down buildings,
hauling. gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
A-ABLE HAUUNG
Clean up junk,
garages, yards,
buildings.
Handyman work.
Prompt & dependable.
Free est. 30 yrs. exp.
Anytime 753-9210

ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Licensed & Insured
No job too small!
After hours or at your
convenience
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial, Remodel,
Trailer Poles, etc
For ALL your
electrical needs.
CALL DALE ADAMS

DixON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
,,iiipiticr
• or business
II
N.511 per Ii
270-227- 10S7
25 Jr. expel-km

WORM'S
TURF & TREES
Murray. Kentucky

Richard Price •Jeremy Workman
Office (270)435-4090
Cell (270)293-8035
DNJ HANDYMAN
G&T Homebuilders
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438
DSW
Pk1111\(;

(2701226-0505
FLOOR covering
installer, 30 years exp..
vinyl, carpet, laminate,
hardwood. All work
guaranteed. Insured,
serving Kentucky &
Tennessee.
Residential,
Commercial,
Houseboats,
Recreational Vehicles,
Call David Cutler at
270-556-8658
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
in
We Specialize
Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
'Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
-We Use Hot Water
-Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
270)527-7176
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.

489-2689 • 293-6073
HALL'S WASTF

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
-Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal -Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827
NEW plumbing construction, emergency
service work & well
pumps. Licensed &
insured with 17 years
Quality
experience.
work, fair price. Free
estimates. Call
227-0664 or 492-8228.
Loci 6799
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
jobs,(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032
WILL do pressure
washing and odd lobs
in Murray and surrounding areas. Phone
1-877-370-6918
560
Free Column

MA NAG FA I I NT
• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring -Decks
*Vinyl siding -All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2006:
What you accomplish could be
quite stunning this year if you
don't get stuck in a dogmatic
frame of mind. Resist falling
into old grooves. You will see
that much that surrounds you
could rapidly change if you flow
and don't try to buck trends. You
will be witness to people changing -- as well as yourself. New,
dynamic relationships will be
born as the result of this personal transformation. If you are single, you might discover that
what you want is not what you
think you want. If a relationship
doesn't feel right, back out. If
you are attached, your life will
flow in a new direction together
if you accept and respect your
differences. PISCES tests your
limits.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** The unexpected occurs
when you least expect it. Isn't
that how it always is -- especially lately? You might want to think
through a decision more carefully. You want concepts and
actions to be as grounded as
possible. Tonight: Easy works.
Don't push yourself or anyone
else right now.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** A lot is going on around
you that has an impact. Think
carefully about what you want
and need to do to shore up key
APPLIANCE
details involving a project.
REPAIR & PARTS
Though you cannot control
CHAD B. HUGHES everything, you can at least
22 YEARS FJCPERIENCE
make sure that your planning is
(270) 226-9398
as tight as possible. Tonight:
(279) 492-8191
Ever playful.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
*** You come from a centered
SERVICE 8 PARTS
space. Much happiness can
(270) 293-8726 OR
occur if you don't try to program
759-5534
or control situations. How you
Chuck Van Buren
see others might not be exact or
BACKHOE
as they really are. Stay open to
TRUCKING
potential and growth. Much
ROY HILL
occurs when you least expect it.
Septic system, gravel. Tonight: Expect this to be a late
while rock.
night.
436-2113
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
Dozer work & Track
***** Your ability to underhoe
stand what is happening takes
you in a new direction. For
Calloway
many, it is as if you have
Trash Servire
reversed course. Help fill in the
•AUTOMATED BILLING
blanks with a discussion or conAVAIL
CONTAINERS
•
versation Tonight: Catch up with
•RATES STARTING AT
friends.
$15840
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
761-3740 2,14143
**** Knowing how you want
CATHY'S
to spend money and where you
Wallpapering, Painting. are heading could make a big
and Cleaning
difference. Allow yourself greater
270-978-0569
now if you suddenly decide that

270-293-8192

il Ncmt Reptrs Addit,ons
Orywoll i Folniong, DetIts, Wing,
Pressure %slum

FREE to a good home
Found this pretty feral
cat badly injured. He's
well now and neutered,
but needs a good
home. 436-5927
FREE to good home:
older piano. Call after
6PM 492-6205
FREE: good barn cats
& kittens 489-2000

by Jacqueline Blgar
your choices were off or that you
need to reverse course. Tonight:
Happy as can be.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** You might be somewhat
different from in the past. How
you understand someone and
how he or she really is could be
in direct conflict. Listen carefully
to what is being shared with you
You don't have to vocalize an
opinion. Tonight: Make it your
night on the town.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Establish stronger ground
rules. You might not be sure of
what you want to do yet, but
once you are, let others know.
Sometimes wavering can cause
more problems than you realize.
Listen to what is being shared.
Tonight: Do some long-overdue
thinking.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Aim for what you want,
and expect to achieve just those
results. You might not be sure of
what to do about a swift change.
What you can be sure of is
change. Don't try to hang on to
the tried-and-true. Tonight: With
friends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Keep on top of a situation and don't let it get out of
control, if possible. At the same
time, recognize that you aren't
Superman or Superwoman, so
what will be will be. Answer a
question with openness. Tonight:
Do only what you must.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Events, discussions
and people force you to stretch
beyond your limits. You see a situation in a much clearer and
more direct light. You might want
to see life from another perspective. Tonight: Read between the
lines.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Deal with others
directly and with care. Just the
same, if you are witness to a
mini upset, don't become overly
concerned. Let the air clear, and
YOU will come to terms with an
inevitable change. Tonight:
Happy with one special person.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** The only mistake you
can make is being stuck in a situation. Your way of looking at
things could rapidly change if
you relax. Listen to someone
more closely. This person needs
to have you hear him. Tonight.
Out and about.
BORN TODAY
Author Upton Sinclair (1878).
actress Sophia Loren (1934),
pianist "Jelly.floll" Morton (1890)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.lacquelinebigar.com.
(e) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Three Murray State University Alumni have been selected
as 1996 Golden Horseshoe Award
recipients. They are Dr. Jim
Frank, Jeff Green and Richard
Lewis. They will receive Golden Horseshoe lapel pins as part
of the Founders Day ceremony
at the MSU Pogue Library on
Sept. 28.
Published is a picture of Kathy
Adams and Allene Knight looking over a shirt's condition as
they were two of the many volunteers helping to prepare for
the clothing project at the National Guard Armory. sponsored by
the Calloway and Murray
Resource Centers. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
Destroyed by fire on Sept.
17 was a ban, owned by Perry
Harrison, and 1 1/2 acres of
dark fired tobacco, owned by
his grandson, Dwane Adams.
M.C. Garrott writes about the
annual Square Dance Festival
beginning Sept. 20 at Kentucky
Village State Park, Gilbertsville,
in his column, "Garrott's
Gallery." Ralph and Dolly Lorenz
of Murray are in charge of the
event.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett were married for 60 years
Sept. 18.
30 years ago
Albert(Jack) Higgins received
the Bus Driver of the Year
Award for the Calloway County School System. He is pictured receiving the award from
William B. Miller, assistant
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools. The photo was

by Staff Photographer David I-fill.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jan Vance,
Sept. I; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Walker, Sept. 9; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Henninger, Sept. 10; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony B. Kaiser Jr.,
Sept. 13.
40 years ago
Seaman Recruits Eddie L.
Williams, Max Taylor and Tanny
G. Barnes, all of Calloway County, have graduated from basic
training at the Naval Training
Center at Great Lakes, Ill.
In football games, Murray
State University Thoroughbreds
lost 20 to 16 to East Tennessee,
and Murray High School Tigers
lost 18-27 to Mayfield Cardinals.
R.K. Carpenter, local manager of Southern Bell Telephone
Company, spoke at a meeting
of the Murray Business & Professional Women's Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
50 years ago
With evening students yet to
register, Murray State College
appeared headed to a new high
enrollment for the fall semester. At this time, 1,872 students
have registered, according to
Wilma Outland, assistant registrar.
Elected as officers of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star were Mildred Bell, worthy matron; Bud
Stalls, worthy patron; Anna
Kuhn, associate matron; Peter
Kuhn, associate patron; Agnes
Fair, conductress; Inez Scarbrough, associate conductress;
Belva Dill, secretary; Mildred
Stalls, treasurer.

Todaylnilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 19.
the 262nd day of 2006. There are
103 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 19, 1777, during the
Revolutionary War, American soldiers won the first Battle of Saratoga.
On this date:
In 1783. Jacques Etienne Montgolfier launched a duck, a sheep
and a rooster aboard a hot-air balloon at Versailles in France.
In 1796, President WashingEl AN 113

ton's farewell address was published. In it, the nation's first
chief executive wrote, "Observe
good faith and justice towards all
Nations. cultivate peace and harmony with all."
In 1906, addressing the annual dinner of The Associated Press
in New York, Mark Twain said,
"There are only two forces that
can carry light to all the corners
of the globe — only two — the
sun in the heavens and The Associated Press down here."
In 1945, Nazi propagandist
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COMICS / FEATURES
German birthday custom is
to give more than receive
DEAR ABBY: While I agree
wholeheartedly with your reply
to "Hurt in Holstein, Germany"
(8-11), regarding the gift of
canny, I would like to add
some insight to the German
culture. I am married to a
German man, lived there for
five years,
and enjoyed
the opportunity
to
immerse
myself in
their
customs
and
way of life.
I learned
Dear Abby that not only
are birthdays
celebrated
By Abigail
more widely
Van Buren
in Germany
(more parties and such), but
it is also custom for the birthday person to supply the cake,
eats, drinks, etc.
Commonly, one will take
something in to work or school
for the group as a way of celebrating. So I understand quite
well how the family in that
letter hit upon the idea of
sharing the American candies
with the student's class. It
would indeed have been a treat
for her classmates to have
something from another country, instead of the usual treats.
While I can't say I agreed
with every custom and cultural difference, I have never
regretted having had the opportunity to experience them. It
is in this way that we learn
and grow. -- BEEN THERE,

LEARNED A LOT, PORTLAND, ORE.
DEAR BEEN THERE,
LEARNED A LOT:"Thank you
for sharing your insight. Many
readers echoed your sentiments.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY:'Hurt's" host
family was simply following
a common German custom.
Yes, its different from what
we do here in America, but
Hurt would do well to consider how generous it is to
give "gifts' to others on one's
birthday, rather than sitting
back and receiving, as we do
in the U.S.A. -- ER1CKA S., I
AUSTIN, TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: Here in the
Pacific Islands, when a family receives goodies from outside of the islands, it's expected they will be shared by
everyone in the community.
There is no more heartwarming feeling than sharing. I hope
"Hurt" at least learns the value
of sharing -- if anything -from her stay in Germany.
Otherwise, it will have been
a colossal waste of time for
her to have been there.
If this world is at war, it's
no wonder. We are not willing to share. -- ISLAND BOY,
SAIPAN
That
DEAR
ABBY:
exchange student needs to lighten up. In Germany, tradition
dictates you take candy to your
classmates. But not just "any"
candy -- it has to be special.
The host family was not being
rude; they were actually being
complimentary. -- FORMER
EXCHANGE STUDENT TO
THE USA FROM THE U.K.
DEAR ABBY: My family
William Joyce, known as "Lord
moved to the Netherlands when
Haw-Haw," was sentenced to death
I was a child, and I attended
by a British court.
school there from grade two
In 1960, Cuban leader Fidel to grade seven. It was cusCastro, in New York to visit the tomary for each "birthday" boy
United Nations, angrily checked out or girl to bring treats for the
of the Shelburne Hotel in a dis- teacher and class once a year.
pute with the management.
It was something we all enjoyed
very much.
In 1986, federal health offiAs adults,the "birthday" percials announced that the experison
is expected to hold an
mental drug AZT would be made
available to thousands of AIDS open house, so friends and
family can drop by with gifts,
patients.
and the host or hostess provides the coffee, baked goods
chocolates. Perhaps they
and
OAT?? IF YOU'D BORROWED ANEW);
have similar customs in GerI CDOLD 444 GOOF OUT TO
LL/410.1 fa TUE RESTCF NE OW
many. -- KATHERINE A..
NAPLES, FLA.
DEAR ABBY: Sharing the
family's gift with others was
a way for them to indeed
"share the wealth." I lived in
Austria for 15 years. They loved
it when I'd bring candy from
the U.S. that they didn't have
in Europe. -- JOHN N., BAXTER, MINN.
DEAR ABBY:"Hurt in Holstein, Germany" should realize that sharing the candy was
an honor, not an act of ingratitude on the part of her host
family. No opportunity to teach
the world about our culture
should be missed. -- TEACHER
IN MEMPHIS, TENN.

llaroday, September 19, 211/06•55

Find alternatives
to statins
DEAR DR. GOTT: Are
there any drugs other than the
maim drugs that 1 can take
for high cholesterol? 1 have
tried Zocor and Lipitor, both
of which caused great muscle
pain.
My internist brushed me off
by saying if I could not tolerate Zocor
(after trying
Lipitor) not
to
come
back (for a
cholesterol
check).
I
wrote and
told him I
could
not
Dr. Gott tolerate it
and asked if
there
was
By
nonDr. Peter Gott any
statin drug
that would help I never got
a reply.
I am 73 years old, in good
health — not overweight. I do
exercise and take fish oil. The
reason for concern is a family history of stroke and heart
attacks.
DEAR READER: Reactions to statin drugs can be a
problem, so you must avoid
them. You are already taking
fish oil, a reasonable choice.
I suggest that you consider
adding niacin as well. And
consider changing doctors.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
writing to you about my husband, who just recovered from
a sinus infection. He turned
75 this past week and has
been quite healthy most of his
life. Over the past 15 years,

he has developed an allergy
to antibiotics. He has had
numerous antibiotics, and every
one has given turn a rash, and
he had to stop them after several days. This time the doctor said he didn't know how
to treat him, as he has tried
most of them. However, the
sinus infection needed medication, so my husband said
he would have to take the
chance.
He took the pills for six
days and had to stop, as he
was covered with a terrible rash.
His left foot swelled up
immensely. It turned out to be
gout, which he has had in very
minor ways before, but nothing like this. The doctor told
him that he is the only person he has ever had who is
so allergic to antibiotics. He
said he worries that he won't
be able to treat him if he gets
really sick. This has been five
weeks ago, and he is still peeling all over. His foot was helped
with other medication, but I
wondered if you've ever come
across this type of situation
before.
DEAR READER: Antibiotic allergies can be serious,
even fatal, in many people. Your
husband appears to have multiple allergies. What he needs
at this point is more information about which drugs he must
avoid.
The most prudent approach
is for him to be examined and
tested by an allergist, who will
be able to identify the culprit(s)
and offer alternative therapy.
Ask your husband's physician
for an appropriate referral. This
is not something that should
be put off. Get to an allergist
now.

ContractBridge
down one.
But, thanks to the crossruff,
that's not the way it turned out
and there was nothing the opponents
could do about it.
West led his singleton spade,
taken by dummy's act. South saw at
once that he would not score more
than eight tricks --• five hearts, a
spade and two clubs — if he drew
trumps at once. So he chose a line of
play that would allow him to score as
many of his trumps separately as
possible.
He began by cashing the K-A of
clubs and rutting a club with
dummy's five. A diamond was
ruffed, and declarer led his last club.
It didn't matter vsbether West ruffed
the club or not. In practice, West
ruffed with the eight, which was
overruffed by dummy's jack. South
then ruffed another diamond in his
The crossruff is an indispensable hand with the nine.
weapon in the declarer's arsenal. In
Seven tricks had been played
the right circumstances, it has the thus far, and declarer had won them
power to overcome opposing honor all. The A-K-Q of hearts took the
cards and unfavorable distribution — nest three tricks, and the defenders
sometimes both.
scored the rest, West's trump winner
Take this case where South going on one of East's spade tricks.
reached four hearts on the bidding
Observe that the defenders'seemshown. Al first glance, it might seem ingly certain four tricks somehow.
that because of the had breaks in both became compacted into three at the
hearts and spades, declarer must lose end. That's the way things often go in
a trump trick and three spades to go crossruff hands.
Tomorrow: A valuable defensise signal.
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
*A 1063
41J 65
•.1 98 2
•K 7
EAST
WEST
4K.Q19
2
•—
4110 8 7 4 2
•AQ763
•tele-I4
4.1 8 3 st.Q 1064
SOUTH
+8754
fIAKQ93
•—
*A 9 5 2
The bidding:
South
West
North East
Pass
2 111
Dble
4 IP
Opening lead -- two of spades.
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PEANUTS44010
MY PAP TOOK ME TO
(
MY FIRST 14OCKE1
GAME LAST NIEMT

BUT I'M NOT GONG TO RUSH IT'S NOT LIKE I'M READY TO
SHOW 14E-R MY SOCK DRAWER
INTO ANYTHING REALLY
SERIOUS
VOU SHOULD
SAVE THAT
FOR YOUR
WEPDI NG NiGHT

Tent holder
4 Poetic time
8 Use a paper
towel
12 — Dawn Chong
13 Hoeing szcaierd
14 X-rated
15 Memorable time
16 Transfers again
18 Jack who ate
no fat
20 Bill, briefly
21 Magazine exec
22 Natural elevs
23 Turns sharply
27 Throw in
29 'Who — that
masked man"
30 Diver's find
31 Numero uno
32 Follow closely
33 Stripling
34 Narrow shoe
size
35 Wing
37 E mail server
38 Ktchen meas.

39 Jekyll's other
hall
40 Gator Bowl site Answer to Previous Puzzle
41 Tacoma loc.
42 Veneer wood
EEO OMOU MOM
44 7-bar user
MOO MOUE MM0 S
47 Combine
MUM
EIMMEI OU
51 Lopsided
UMW OMMUOM
52 Wild tusker
53 Marseilles Ms.
WOM@MU MON
54 Turkish title
ODOM
BUM
55 Sports honorees
56 Incites to attack M0000M ME10000
57 Paris refusal
MOO
MUM@
DOWN
1 CEO. often
2 Tornbalone deputy
3 — up (prepared)
4 Shopping plaza
5 Olsen of vaudeville
6 Cooks in embers
7 Treetop refuges
8 Rushed the
quarterback
9 Drumstick
10 Possess

:THE
GAM
Subscribefor all your
hometown football
action
IMMO

LEDGER&TIMES
Homy Delivery
3-.'_____
6 ma --MILANI
1 yr.

MOU WOOOMIA OW
EMMA WOMU
00 MOB° MOMOO
MOM MEMO MOM
OMB BOW@ OM@

Local Mall

9-19 C 2006 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
11 NFL scores
17 Not lge.
19 — hoc
committee
22 Kiosk buy,
slangily

ilIMM mum. MIMI
MEM MIMI MIME
MINIMMEMEM
MEM= MINIM
MEI A= dada
OM AM AM=
MIS AM MEM ME
MINIM AM AIM
all= dull mu
MAME EMMEd
11119111 III
mama MEM AIM

24 Des Moines
loc
25 Mardi —
26 Whack
27 Bombay
nanny
28 Refute
29 rittIll dsle c"
30 Good buddy
32 Seesaws
33
Mauna -38 Minot's s1
37 It turns litmus
blue
38 Taipei locale
40 Raises corn
41 Mo. part
43 Fix example
(abbr.)
44 Gets an eyeful
45 Proof word
48 Tatum's dad
47 Noted bluechip
48 Dec. neighbor
49 Collect maple
sap
50 RNs provide It
HaWall'S

GET INTO

iCaboway. Grove a iteraell)

3...—.............$26.50
6 me.
$4300
1 yr. —MIMI
1

Rest of KWIT1
awassaa

Pitis)

3.a.

6 ino.---$111116
1 yr..-4116141
1

Other Mai
Saiserloilass
3
'-S..
1 p.*11.16610
Cheek
Viaa

Money Order
M/C

I Name
I St. Address
I City
State
Zip
Daytime Ph.
Mail thin coupon with
paytnrnt to
I Murray Ledger runes
P.O. Bat 1040
Murray,KY 41071
Or rail (1740 753-1914
•
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CW ready for TV debut
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP) - Rick
Haskins, marketing chief for
the fledgling CW network, does
more than talk about reaching
prospective viewers one at a
time.
At a recent CW promotion
at a Los Angeles mall, Haskins volunteered to help operate a 300-degree-plus decal
machine printing network slogans onto free T-shirts for an
unexpectedly big crowd of several thousand.
Each phrase represented a
CW show — "Free To Be Witty"
for "Gilmore Girls," "Free To
Be Super" for "Smallville" —
and each shirt was integral to
an innovative effort to sell a
new network that's, ironically,
built mostly with recycled parts.
As Haskins sees it, the venture being forged from the WB
and UPN is more than the sum
of its shows, which at the start
include a mix from the defunct
networks and a pair of new
programs, "Runaway" and "The
Game."
CW begins Wednesday with
a two-hour "America's Next
Top Model."
"I don't look at us as launching a new network. I look at
us as launching a new entertainment brand," said Haskins,
whose title also makes the point:
executive vice president, marketing and brand strategy.
It's not enough to advertise
and promote shows, broadcast
them and hope viewers tune
in, according to Haskins and
CW Entertainment President
Dawn Ostroff. To reach its
intended audience of 18- to
34-year-olds, the network wants
to engage them where they live
— in the digital world.
While established broadcasters maneuver to exploit the
Internet, iPod and other technology. CW is building them
into its carefully designed
model, its executives said.
"The words we use to
describe CW, besides the young
demographic, are innovation,
participation, connection and
community," said Ostroff, the
former UPN entertainment head
in charge of the new network
that's a joint venture of Viacorn-owned CBS Corp. and
Time Warner Inc.
She cited market research
that showed its target audience, found at the 60-millionstrong intersection of Generations X and Y, "is a 'we' generation, not a 'me' generation."
The data also made it clear
that the old vs. new media
divide is nonexistent among
young adults and that CW had
to capitalize on that, according to Ostroff and Haskins.
"What we learned from
advertisers and viewers is they
all were expecting us to be
bold and daring and take
chances," Ostroff said.
So that translates, for
instance, to "Free to be
Famous." in which viewers
build their own promotions of
CW shows that can include
photos of them and friends.
They'll be alerted by e-mail if
the spots air — which will be
determined by online voting.
The CW also has a significant presence on the social
networking web site MySpace
with a dedicated hub. This week,
the network will use it to
launch a contest that will give
a band the chance to play on
the drama "Supernatural."
On Wednesday, the day the
CW opens for business, the
network will dominate Yahoo!
for the 3-4 p.m. EDT hour,
with the ad space on every
page (except for the site's home

AP
This 2006 photo, provided by
The CW, shows actor Donnie
Wahlberg as Paul Rader in a
scene from the new netdramatic
series
work's
"Runaway."
page) taken over by CW.
commercial
There's
a
makeover afoot as well. Besides
the standard 30- or 60-second
spots, some sponsors will try
to get their message across in
what CW has dubbed "content
wraps," ad segments promising entertainment or information along with product plugs.
On this week's "Top Model,"
viewers will see two-minute
content wraps dubbed "C What's
Hip," and "Happening" and
"Hot," including a behind-thescenes look at fashion week.
Who's the sponsor? It's Procter & Gamble's Herbal Essences,
to be featured in accompanying blurbs about hairstyling
tips.
The wraps also would have
online and wireless tie-ins. For
example, viewers could visit
the. CW's Internet site for a
chance to be on a blind-date
themed ad spot and later could
track the outcome — as well
as get more details on what's
being sold.
The network has a good
shot at succeeding, said Stacey
Lynn Koerner, president of the
consumer experience practice
at Interpublic Media.
"They've taken the best of
two networks and put them
together on a single network.
I think it's a a win-win from
a content standpoint," she said.
Recycled WB or UPN shows
on CW include "7th Heaven,"
"Everybody
Hates Chris,"
"Veronica Mars," "All of Us,"
"Girlfriends" and "Friday Night
Smackdown!"
The content is the first step.
But it's also important that CW
"looks and feels like the next
generation of television networks," Koerner said.
"That's got a lot to do with
the fact they are inviting the
viewer in to be a participant
in the experience" and is taking the same inclusive approach
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A Kentucky Colonel in King Arthur's Court
and
The Swamp Maiden of Venus
by Kenneth Tucker

"liciitticliti Colonel in
l. illi iir111111..S I'oat awl
tliclof of ticnoc
'
,

Nhirray Ledger & Time

A failed alchemical experiment sends a young
Kentuckian into a world where Arthurian legends are reality, and he must encounter a mangy
werewolf talking fish, walking eyes, man-eating
witches, belligerent giants, and a horde of unruly
tmlls and their libidinous princess before he can
save King Arthur's Court from the mysterious
Black Knight. At times whimsical, at times satiric, often humomus, A Kentucky Colonel is afastpaced adventure in the style of that grand old
fantasy magazine Unknown Worlds. The Swamp
Maiden is a bitter-sweet tale of young love and a
bov's addiction tofantasy.

allable on line at Amazon.corn. Barnes & Noble. and wwir.authorhou.se.com or
‘uthorhouse hotline (888-2S0-7715). Copies are also a% ailable at the Murray State
Bookstore and Terrapin Station. Check for copies at other local bookstores.
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